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HE Honor Roll below tells more plainly than we can write, of the way in which the
University of. New Mexico has answered the country's call for men. Beginning with
Walter Parkhurst, who enlisted before the declaration of war in April a year ago, the
response has been steady and continuous, until today one hundred and fifty former New
Merico students are known to be in some branch of war service. Without doubt there
are many more whose names have not been l·eported. The following former students
and members of the faculty, are today represented at the University by stars in a beauti·
ful service flag made by the women of the Home Economics Departmellt:

T

LYLE ABBOTT-Prep., 1912; R. O. T. C.,
Leon Springs, 1917; Lientenant.
JAY K. ALLEN-Prep., 1913; on foreign
service, U. . '. Florida; Lieutenant.
WINIFRED B. ARE S-Prep., 1912; R. O.
T. C., Presidio, 1917; Captain.
CARL E. AYDELOTTE-UniV'., 1915-16;
Navy, Mare I land.
WALLACE
BACON - Un i v., 1916·17;
Cavalry, Fort Bli .
ROBERT W. BARNES-Univ., 1914·16;
Inf. Band, Louisville, Ky.
MAURICE BARTH-Univ., 1916-17;
J a·
tional Army, Fort Riley, Kan.
IRA V. BOLDT-A. B., 1914; 326th Aux.
Remount Depot, Camp Cody, Deming,
. M.; Sergeant.
LESLIE BOLDT-Univ., 1915·16; U. S.
aval Training School, San Diego.
CHALMERS BOWERS-Univ., 1915·16; U.
S. Naval Training School, San Diego.
JESSIE J. BRENNEMAN-Univ. Prof.;
National Army, Indiana, 1917.
EVERETT P. BREWER-Univ., 1916·17;
Fort Bli s.
CARL D. BROREIN-A. B., 1917; U. S.
Marines, Overseas; Lieutenant.
PAUL BUTT-Univ., 1913; Medical Corps,
Camp Meade, Md.; Sergeant.
WILLIAM R. CALDWELL-Univ., 1916;
U. S. Engineers, ew Jersey.
F. M. CALKINS-A. B., 1915; Machine Gun
Battalion, Linda Vi ta; Lieutenant.
JOHN CA
ON-Prep., 1903; Engineer
Corps, Petersburg, Va.; Captain.

EZEQUIEL CHAVEZ-Univ., 1915·17; U. S.
J. G., Linda Vista, Cal.
DAVID CHAVEZ-Univ., 1917; Quartermaster's Department, Fort Bliss.
WILLIAM J. CHAMBERLAIN-Aviation,
A. E. F., France; Lieutenant.
L. J. CLAIBORNE-Univ., 1914-16; U. S.
. A., Fort Riley, Kan.; Sergeant.
CHARLES R. CLARKE-Univ., 1914-16;
U. S. Navy Band, Pacific.
P. GILLETTE CORNISH-Univ., 1909-10;
Medical Reserve, Columbia, 1918.
G. VIOTTI CROFT-Univ., 1915-16; U. S.
N., Radio Student, Harvard.
RICHARD W. DARLING-Univ., 1916-17;
ational Army, Fort Riley, Kansas.
ED DORAN-A. B., 1914; R. O. T. C., Ohio,
1917; Lieutenant.
ERASTUS T. DUNLAP-Univ., 1915-17; U.
S. Engineers, A. E. F.
FRED DRY-Univ., 1909; "A" Battery,
146th Field Artillery, A. E. F.
JOHN J. EMMONS-Univ., 1909·10, 191415; Marine Officers' Training Camp,
Quantico, Va.
JEAN E. EMMONS-Univ., 1908-10; Aviation, A. E. F.
GLENN C. EMMONS-Univ., 1914-17;
Aviation, Kelly Field, San Antonio,
Tex.; Lieutenant.
GEORGE S. FARR-Univ., 1916-17; Ambulance Corps, Allentown, Pa.
G. ADLAI FEATHER-A. B., 1916; M. A.,
1917; French and Spanish interpreter, avy,
tlanto Domingo.
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ELMER E. FRIDAY- niv., 1914-16; ~lare
Island Electrical chool; Company Commander.
CHARLES R. GARTON-Univ., 1916-17;
13th Field Artillery, A_ E. F.
GORDON GAS
Univ., 1914; Granted
honorable discharge from Army on acconnt of ill health.
EARL A. GERHARDT-1915-17; Navy,
Mare Island, Cal.
R. D. GLADDING-B. S., 1912; 20th Engineers, Washington, D. C.; Lieutenant.
F. W. GOUI -A. B., 1916; R. O. T. C., Leon
Springs, 1917; Lientenant.
WILLIAM E. GRIMMER, Jr.-Univ., 1916·
17; Aviation, A. E. F.; Lieutenant.
EMMETT HA NUM - Gniv.,
1914-15;
Navy, 1917.
WILLIAM HALL ORA -Univ., 1906-07;
146th Field Artillery, A. E. F.; Sergeant.
LESLIE MEREDITH HARKNESS-B. A.,
1914; Supply 0., 341st Infantry, Camp
Grant, Rockford, Ill.; Sergeant.
CLARENCE HEALD-Univ., 1906-08; Coast
Artillery, 1917; Captain.
RALPH HERNANDEZ-Univ., 1916-17; Y.
M. C. A., Camp Cody, Deming, N. M.
LOUIS HESSELDEN-Univ., 1913; 37th Infantry, . S. A.; Lieutenant.
ROBERT W. HOPEWELL-1}niv., 1915-17;
326th Auxiliary Remount Depot, Camp
Cody, N. M.
WILLARD HOPEWELL- niv., 1916-17;
5th Cavalry, U. S. A., Fort Bli s, Tex.;
Sergeun t.
CHARLES A. HOUCHEN-Univ., 1915-16;
National AI'my, Fort Riley; Sergeant.
DOUGLAS F. HOWDEN-Univ., 1915-17;
Ambulance Cor'ps, Allentown, Pa.
MATTHIAS HIGGINS, Jr.-B. A., 1914;
U. S. Medical Reserve Corps, University
of Cinci nnati.
DOUGLAS WILSON JOHNSON-B. S.,
1901; Intelligence Section, U. S. A. (on
a special mission for the Government
on the Western front); Major.
JAMES C. JOH rSON-Univ., 1916-17;
Aviation, 1917, omewhere in Texas.
CLYDE KELLY-B. ., 1913; R. O. T. C.,
Presidio, 1917; Captain.
FRANK H. KREMI
Univ., 1916; ray)'
1917.
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IRA J. LANPHIER-Univ. Prof., 1916-17;
Field Artillery, Camp Lewis, American
Lake, Wash.; Lieutenant.
J. A. LAPRAIK-B. S., 1917;
ational
Army, Fort Riley; Corporal.
CHESTER A. LEE- niv., 1913-15; 10th
Engineers (Foresh'y), A. E. F.; Sergeant.
FLOYD W. LEE-Univ., 1914-17; 146th
Field Artillery, A. E. F.; Corporal.
CHARLES H. LEMBKE-B. S., 1911; Infanh-y, Camp Lewis, Wash.; Lieutenant.
ISAAC P. LITTRELL-Univ., 1912-14;
Aviation, Kelly Field, San Antonio,
Tex.
ROBERT LOUDEN-Univ., 1912-16; U. S.
N. G., Linda Vista, Cal.; Corporal.
FREDERICK LUTHY - Univ., 1912-13;
326th Aux. Remount Depot, Camp Cody,
N. M.
ALFRED M. MASTE -Univ., 1915-17;
rational Army, Fort Riley, Kan.
JOH R. McFIE-Univ., 1909; U. S_ N. G.,
Enlisted Men's Training Camp, i::>an
Diego, Cal., 191 .
J. WI KLIFFE MILLER-Univ., 190 -11;
347th Field Artillery, Camp Lewis, 1917;
,Hchool of Fire, Fort Still, Okla., 191
Lieutenant.
CLAUDE MANN-Univ., 1917; Navy, 191
i::>an Diego.
HOWARD E.
fORROW-Univ., 1916-17;
Canadian Medical Corps, England, 1917.
PELHAM McCLELLAN-Univ., 1914-17;
Fort Hancock, Sandy Hook,
. J.,
Quarterma ter's Corps; Corporal.
A. McCOLLUM-Univ., 1913; Medical
Corps, Cal., 1917; Sergeant.
HIDNEY S. McKINNEY-Univ., 1915-16;
R. O. T. C., Washington, 1917.
LEO MURPHY-Univ., 1912; 326th Aux.
Remount Depot, Camp Cody, N. M.
NELHON NEWMAN-Univ., 1915; U. S.
. A., Fort Riley, 1917; Sergeant, omewhere in France, 1918 (organization
unknown).
1,0 IS E. NOHL-Univ., 1915-17; 5th Field
Artillery, A_ E. F.; Corporal.
JOE H. O'REILLY-Univ., 1916; Aviation,
1917, A. E. F.
W.\LTER R. PARKHUR T-Univ., 191517: 1st Aero quadron. A. E. F.
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WILLIAM S. PETER
Univ., 1917; Navy,
1918.
EARL PORTERFIELD-Univ., 1915-16;
Coast Artillery Band, Fort Hamilton,
Brooklyn.
JOHN S. POWELL-Univ., 1916-17; 13th
Field Artillery, A. E. F.
WILLIAM H. PROBIT-Univ., 1912-14; R.
O. T. C., Missouri, 1917.
LYMAN PUTNEY-Prep., 1915-17; 146th
Field Artillery, A. E. F.
HAROLD SELLER8-Univ., 1913; 144th
Machine Gun Battalion, Camp Keamy,
Linda Vista, Ca!.; Lieutenant.
LAWRENCE SELVA-Prep., 1907-10; N. M.
N. G., Band, Camp Kearny, Cal.
JOHN A. SHEAHAN-Dniv., 1917; 13th
Field Artillery, A. E. F.
BE JAMI C. 'INGLETO -B. A., 1914;
U. S. Medical Re erve Corps, 1917,
niversity of Iowa.
FRANK SH FFLEBARGER-Univ., 191314; Coast Artillery, Cal.; Lieutenant.
JOSE SILVA-Prep., 190 -10;
. M. . G.,
Linda Vista, Ca!.; Sergeant.
ROBERT SEWELL-B. A., 1912; National
Army, 191 .
PAUL C. '1MMO' niv., 1914-16; 145th
Field Artillery, A. E. F.
PETE SINESIO- niv., 1914-16; 332nd Infantry, Camp Sherman, Chillicothe,
Ohio.
JAMES SKI NER-Prep_, 1909-11; 10th
Engineers (Forestry), A. E. F.
THORALF M. S
DT-Univ., 1915-]7; Co.
C., 25th Engineers, A. E. F.
RALPH TERPENING- Univ., 1916-17;
Army, Philippines, 1918.
LYMAN THACKERY-Univ., 1914-16; U.
S. Naval Academy, Annapolis, Md.
LEE TOOTHAKER-Univ., 1915-16; Navy
1917.
HARVEY TOW 'ER-Univ., 1916-17; Navy,
Mare Island, 191 .
PHILIP R. UPTON-Univ., 1915-17; 8th
Cavalry, Fort Bliss, Tex.; Lieutenant.
LAURIE VAU HELET- niv., 1916-17;
29th Engineers, Camp Devens, Ma s. .
GEORGE WALKER- niv., 1913-15; 10th
Engineers, A. E. F.; 1:iergeant.
LEE W. W ALKER-1915-17; 5th Field
Artillery, A. E. F.; Corpora!.
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JOE K. WALTON-Univ., 1909-11; 146th
Field Artillery, A. E. F.; Corpora!.
CHARLES R. WEBER-Univ., 1912-14;
avy, 1917.
ANTHONY W. WA D-Univ. Prof., 191417; Artillery Officers' Training Camp,
191 .
GEORGE WHITE-Univ., 1914-17; U. S.
aval Training School, San Diego, Ca!.
THOMAS WILLIAMS-Univ., 1916-17;
Navy, 1918, Naval Training Station,
San Francisco.
JA80N WILLIAMS-Univ., 1916-17; Aviation, 1918.
J. DON WILSON-Univ., 1915-16; U. S.
. A., Linda Vista, Cal., 1917.
FRANK WHITTEN-Univ., 1897-99; aval
Officer.
VSRNON
WILFLEY - Univ.,
1916-17;
Navy, 1917.
CLIFFORD WOLKING-Univ., 1914-17; R.
O. T. C., Leon Springs, Tex., 1917.
BER'l' B. WOODWARD-Univ., 1916-17;
Naval Electrical School, Mare Island,
Ca!.
FRA ill: E. WOOD- niv. Prof., 1917; ational Army, 191 .
ARTHl'R Y ANOW-Prep., 1914; 146th
Field Artillery, A. E. F.
WILLIA 1: C. COOK-B. A., 1913; 102nd
Infantry Brigade in France, 1915; Chief
Assistant to District Superintendent,
British Ministry of Munitions, Mailchester, England, 1917.
WILL E. EDI GTON-Univ. Prof., 191417; AI'my.
LO ISE CROFT BOYD-B. A., 1917; Red
Cross Instructor in City and County
Hospital, Denver, Colo.
RAYMOND McCANNA-B. A., 1917; Navy.
CHARLES AMSDEN - Un i v., 1912-13;
Army.
HARVEY BLOM-Univ., 1913-14;
avy;
Fil'eman.
W. E. B R 'EY- niv., 1917; Army, Fort
Bliss, Tex.
CARLETON CLARK- n i v., 1917-18;
Army.
HOMER CLARK-Univ., 1916-17;
econd
R. O. T. C., Somewhere in Texas.
HUGH COOPER-Un iv" 1916-18; Coast
Artiller)'.
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JAME
COSTIN-Univ., 1916-17;
avy,
Radio Student, Great Lake Training
~tation, Chicago, Ill.
REGI ALD CRAIG--Univ., 1914-18; Army,
Heavy Artillery, Fort Bliss.
PAUL DIECKMA
n i v., 1912-13;
Chemist, U. . Army.
FRED FORBE
Army, amp Lewi , American Lake, Wash.
CHARLES GERHARDT-Uillv., 1915-1;
Army, Ordnance Dept., Fort Blis .
DR. MAYNARD C. HARDING-Medical
Corps, Army.
LEE LANGSTO -Univ., 1915-17; 25th
Ballcon Co., Post Field, Fort Sill,
Okla.
ARL H.
fAGEE-Dniv., 1917; Ambnlance Corps.
PAUL P. MOZLEy-univ., 1915-1 ; Metalurgical Engineer, Ord nance Department,
,'hell Plant, 'omewhere in Georgia.
L. C. (PAT) MDRPHY- niv., 1914; R. O.
T. C., Somewhere in Mis ouri
JOSEPH McCANNA-A. B., 1917; Navy.
EARL OLD8-Univ., 1912-18; National
Army.
HERBERT
HELTON - Univ., 1914-17;
Passed preliminary examination for
Army.
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CLINTO
LITTLE- niv., 1915-1
ahonal Army.
ROBERT G. SHEPHARD-Dniv., 1915;
Army, Forestry branch.
JAME~
L. PHILLIPS-Univ., 1917-18;
Army.
ROY HMI'fH-Army, Camp Joseph, East
Johnston, Fla.
ROHS TO fPSO -Univ., 1917-1; avy.
EVERE'l'T H. TIPTO "-D. S. Naval
Training Station, San Diego.
ROBERT WIGELY-Univ., 1915-17; Army.
Other War Workers Not Yet in Uniform.
HOWARD DENNIS-Univ., 1915;
aval
Reserves, Chicago, Ill.
GROVER C. EMMO S-A. B., 1909; ecretary to Bishop Lambuth and Training
Camp Evangeli t.
KA THLEEN LONG-B. S., 191 ; Assistant
in Economics Depm'tment, Washington,
D.
EVELYN TROTTER-Univ. 1916-17; Clerk,
War Department, Washington, D. C.
SHIRLEY WARREN (legally changed
from von Wachenhu en)-B. S., 1918;
Vas ar Training School for Nurses.
HOW ARD R. FULLERTON-A. B., 1917;
G. ~. Public Health Service, Florence,
Ala.; A istant Chief Engineer.
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Let us give all honor to these fellow-students who have given themselves so freely
to the cause for which America fights. But more important-let us give them the utmost
measure of our support here at home. "Ve hope sincerely that they may all come back
to us unscathed-as soon as they can come victorious. Until then our sentiments are
best expressed by the following little story:
Once upon a time there was an old Scotch lady who through truggle and hardship
had raised a large family of children who had gradually drifted away one by one. Finally
the last of the flock went away to seek his fortune, and the village curate, hearing that
the old lady was pretty badly broken up, went around to console her. He found her
weeping and bemoaning her loss, and when he said, "I know you must miss them terribly,
Mrs. McLean," the sobbing broke out afre h, and she said, "Faith mon, and I do; I
misses 'em and I want 'em, but I misses 'em more than I wants 'em."
So "our noble Alma Mater of New Mexico" misses her sons, loyal and brave, who
have gone out to fight on what we are calling today, "Freedom's Frontier."
She misses
them and she wants them, but,
Until that little job in France is done,
Until America with honor this race has run;
Until victory is wrested from the Hun;
Until a righteous peace is won,
he will continue to miss them more than she wants them.

Red Cross is playing so important a part in every woman's life at present, it
A swasthe decided
to organize a chapter on the hill, in order that the University women
might have the materials for knitting and bandage-making at hand.
Miss Warren was in charge of the yarn, which, with other materials, was
kept in the sewing rooms at the main building. Every Monday and Wednesday afternoons
nearly all the girls, free from classes, went down to make bandages.
Some of the professors allowed knitting in class and a world of work was accomplished
during the long class bours. Not only that, it made the class hours pass more quickly.
Professors have even been known to stop the recitation and gaze breathlessly while
ome young lady excitedly and almost tearfully caught a dropped stitch or calmly but
finnly counted her stitches.
eedless to say some of us devotedly counted stitches when
"-e felt a question was dne us, thus sometimes we evaded it, but more often we did not.
However, it gave u da h of uncertainty to the recitation.
Another interesting phase of Red Cros work on the hill was carried on by the
Women's Panhellenic. This organization met regularly every other Saturday at the Phi
Mu hou e, where they worked on bandages.
The town chapter of the Red Cros has had orders not to allow any materials, other
than yarn, to leave their room, so these two orgauizations have had to disband. The
knitting goes ou as much as ever and many of the women try to find time to spend several afternoons a week in the down-town rooms.

•
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JOHN D. DeH FF, B. A., Phi Kappa Phi.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Major: English Literature.
HE imposing list of things which Mr. DeHuff
ha done a nd places he has been makes us
so painfully aware of our own ignorance that we
will just quote a few of them. His fre hman year
in college he took in Indiana State University,
sophomore year in the same place in summer terms;
and hi jun ior year in Dickinson College, Pem1. ylvania. During the summer of 1904 Mr. DeHuff
traveled in Japan and in 1905 in Java; from July,
1909, to lay, 1910, he spent in a trip around the
world. In the meantime he had been in tbe Philippine teacbing ervice. Returning to tbis country
MI'. DeHuff was assistant superintendent of the Carlisle Indian l::lchool, inspector of tbe Pueblo Indian
Day Scbools and upervisory superintendent of the
Indian Schools of District Fifteen. Why, after this,
should anyone botber with a mere degree. M1'. DeHuff is now superintendent of the government boarding scbool for Indians at Ranta Fe.

T

LI A H
Majors:

I JG FERGUSON, Phi

iu.

B. A.

Modem Languages, Psychology.

CERTAIN Ropbomore was once heard to say
that Lina was his ideal of a Senior: " he's
just dignified and unapproachable enough to act thlJ
part." All of which we admit is true, although she,
herself, objects to being called dignified. Still, when
we consider how rare and desirable a thing is dignity, combined witb her charming poise and quiet
abilit to handle any situation, we are forced to
overrule her objection. Lina won the tennis championship in 'Hi, took part in the annual plays in 'lG
and '18, distinguished the 1917 Mirage by her art
work, erved, as ever enthusiastic, president of the
Dramatic Club, '17 and '1 ,a well as edited the
191 Mirage almo t single handed. Sbe would have
us picture her going to New Yosk after graduation
to become a regular artist, but when we consider the
Army and tbe Navy, we have our doubts. But this
verges on speculation, and speculations are always
unreliable, not to say dangerous.

A
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REBECCA GRAHAM, B. A.
Albuquerque, ew Mexico.
Major: Social cience.
HERE are a great many thing we could tell
about Rebecca, but one must really know her
fully to appreciate her-and those who already know
her do not need to be told of her many excellent
qualities; so we leave this part to her numerous
friends, who, we know, will gladly swell this short
paragraph to many times its length. Rebecca came
originally from Texas, but now she is truly loyal to
New Mexico-or was, except for bel' Junior year,
whieh he spent at the 1. C. A. School in Denton,
Texas. However, she could not reconcile herself to
bei ng a way from u for long, and returned to take
her ~l'nior year here, finishing in March. She made
good in her studies and Ilever left unfinished anything which she undertook-ask any of the Red
Cross workers in the domr for verification of thi
fact.
ot only has Rebecca this faculty herself. of
seeing things thru to the finish, but she somehow inspires all about her to do the same. We do not know what she is going to do after graduation, but whatever it is, we have no doubt of her success.

T

EDWARD E. KING, Alpha Delta. B. A.
Albuquerque, ell' Mexico.
Majors, English Literature, Economics.
~"l. THO is it that luxuriate so promiscuously about the campus and even in classes' To
VV look at Ed King one would think he had a very even disposition, grouchy all the
time, but to know him is quite disillusioning. Ed
really isn't grouchy at all, or even objectionably
serious-minded.
Ed King is a camouflage-a perfect whiz at reading notes from a blank paper and reciting on what
he has not studied. We admire Lhe ease with which
he has gone through his four years. He doesn't look
like a musical comedy busine s manager, does he'
He digresses from the ordinary business manager
in that he is tall, thin, and ea y-going, instead of
"short, fat and alert." Hi physical proportions
have proved in no way a handicap to his succe s in
managing the
niversity musical comedies, however. Indeed it may have been that very easy-going
quality which kept him from having a brainstorm
every time he received another one of those
stupendou bills for costumes. Ed has. managed
other things, almo t everything manageable, in fact,
but notably girls' basketball, which he has seen
through several successful sea ons. But now he has
left us unmanaged and has returned, for the time
being, to the simple life at Gyp um, Kan as.

*******
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IVY LAY, B. A.
Albuquerque,
ew Mexico.
Major, Education.
Minor, Home Economics
LAY admits to being a refugee from Mexico.
I VyDoesn't
that sound intercsting. Picture climbing

ject next year.
plans.

dO"'n from balconies, fleeing through the night,
swimming the river, etc. HO"'ever, she has since led
a very peaceful and studious career, having been in
Chicago University beforc deciding to come to a
really big institution to finish her course. Miss Lay
taught gymnasium for several months and promised
to gi ve a coursc of folk danci ng in the spring, but
the phonograph went on a strike and sabotage was
practiced on the piano. Miss Lay has had what
might well be supposed the strenuous task of
chaperoning Harris Manor, but she is taking it with
surprising equanimity, and far from being bowed
under the l'esponsibility, continues to walk with the
same uprightncss and easy grace which is characteristic of her. Although she taught gym here, her
specialty is home ecouomics and she did confess,
under pressure, that she expected to teach that subStrange what reluctance everyone registers when asked to state her future

'1-

KATHLEE r LONG, Kappa Kappa Gamma.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

B. i-l.

'HIS is one place where Kathleen cannot speak for herself, except a her character
shows in her smiling countenance above. Kathleen takes everything in life seri ously,
especially other peoples' troubles.
Her mood
fluctuates between five-below-zero gloom and one
hundred-above joy. But in any mood he is the best
kind of a friend, sympathetic, responsive and dependable. Her very manner invites confidence-and
occasionally, very occasionally, disastrously, for if
there is one virtne which Kathleen lacks it is tact!
Could she be attached to a dynamo her energy
would run the whole University. An imposing list
of offices bears witness to that fact. tihe has been
particularly active in the Y. W. C. A., where she has
served enthusiastically as a member of the cabinet
for several years and as vice·president during 1917.
Then, too, she has been that rarest of creatures, an
efficient class-treasurer, and later vice-president during her Junior year, when she was also society
editor of the Mirage. Now, Kathleen h::ts entered
the service by taking a government position in
Washington. Characteristically she decided against
a vacation in favor of taking her new position immediately after graduation.
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LO VISE LLOYD LOWBER, Phi Mu, B. A.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Major, Biology.
OUI E is one of our oldest inhabitants-not in
point of years, but in point of time since he
entered the University, which was just ix years
ago. Louise is famous for tarting things. If there
i auy ne\'! and wild idea floating around the
campus, you can be pretty urI' that she i at the
bottom of it. In general he is full of pep and
enthusiasm, always perfectly willing to do her part
and more. Occasionally this same pep desert her
all at once, and then there are no depths too deep for
Louise. But such downward excursions are brief
and Louise i up again starting a M.atrimonial Protective As ociation or Ie-organizing the WeekI', or
being elected pre ident of the fo\enior clas. In her
'ophomore year Loui I' was president of the Y. 'V.
C. A. and truggled manfully and uccessfully to
keep that organization alive through a rather discOUl'aging year. Junior yem', Louise went eust and
forgot to come home. Hhe spent the winter in Washington and the record show that she attended George Washington Univel·sity. Not that
we doubt it, because we did hear that he was as i tant editor of the Hatchet and foundel'
of the Order of Pega us; but so many other affairs, matter' of military posts and such,
seem to have made a more permanent impression on Louise than her scholastic career.
As for the future, it is very hard to predict (as for whom is it not in these days'),
but it is safe to say that Loui e will wa t little time in going to Washington, where
she expects to enter some government work.

L

ELIZABETH PE II GTO , B. A.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Major, History.
Minor, EngJjsh.
OW, some people when asked for a few facts about themselves can produce a card
catalogue of their pasts, present and future!
and talk most entertainingly on the subject so long
as they have an audience. But Elizabeth is not one
of the e. She is so modest and una suming that she
refers to her position in the president's office a that
of t t office boy," while most people would look important and declme themselves ecretary to the
president.
Elizabeth not only is majoring in history, but
knows somethin& about it as well. She knows the
answer, when,
an American history course, the
prof asks for l e dates of the directorate, or of
Hannibal's second marriage, or of the founding of
the tenth dynasty.
Who evCl' saw Miss Pennington when she wus not
in a hurry' And who on the campus gives an impression of such efficiency~ But with all that there
is yet a light of fun in her gray eyes, which, with
a little cultivation-but who knows, with all the
possibilities about the president's office!
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HAYS J. WILLIAMS, B. A.
Johnstown, Penn ylvania.
Major, HistOl'y.
Minor, Education.
E hate to admit it but the truth of the matter
is that thi gentleman has R very dark past.
You must believe it when you understand that the
culmination was bi becoming a superintendent of
schools in Ebenburg, Pennsylvania-picture what
must have gone before! That accounts also for the
sevel'e and studious expression wbich he wears, but
we have discovered upon experimentation thRt the
said expression is only kin deep. It gives wRy at
times to a ncar-grin in R most gnltifying manner.
MI'. Williams has been in tbe University for just
a yea 1', but in that time he made himself a very
valuable member of our famous opera chol'us. As
to what be will do next be is ratber undecided, but
he seems to fear it will be a continued leading of
t be young in pa tbs of righteousness. In this undertaking be has not only our sympathy, but our very
si ncere wishes for succes, .

W

SHIRLEY WARRE ,Kappa Delta. B. f5.
St. Augustine, Florida.
Major, Home Economics.

"'THE

COUNTESS" is well named, as nobody could doubt who had seen her. Since her
picture does not appear let us state that she has tbe most glorious black orbs ever
seen, a very regal manner and besides weal's queer and exotic and very becoming garments,
like yellow broadcloth coats and cloth-of-gold evening gowns. But Shirley is not only handsome, but also an enthusiastic athlete; so ethusiastic that she actually swam in the Varsity
pool and skated thereon. Besides she is u tennis shurk, und was for several years the
mainstay of the basketball team of which she was captain in 1916 and 1917. The year
of '17 and '1
hirley had charge of the Red Cross knitting in the University and under
her instruction numbers of sweaters, wristlets and helmets went to the local chapter.
But knitting was not a sufficiently enel'getic form of patriotism to satisfy Shirley for
long. Before she graduated she was making plans for enterillg the Vassar Training School
for Nurses. Now, we heal' that she has begun training and with the promise she displayed
in the University nurses' cour e we have bigh hopes that Shirley will lip through the
red tape and get to Fl'UJlce befol'e the alloted three years.
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JAMES E. HOOVER, Pi Kappa Alpha, Phi Kappa Phi.
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
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B. A.

is be admitted in the beginning that it is a great temptation for the writer
L ETto pun
on Jimmy's name, but believing in conservation, why not conserve puns and

help win the wad At the first meeting of the Senior class, eight girls stood over the
defenseless form of Jimmy Hoover and made him secretary and treasurer in one, having
first elected a president and vice-president from their own number. When Jimmy completed his credits for graduation and left us in December, not only the Senior class lost
an officer, but the student body lost its president and a certain young lady lost a south·
ern suitor. It simply wrung our hearts to see Jimmy so wan and pale when he left. His
usual bland and smiling expression was missing after his illness, also some of Jimmy was
missing. We hope that by this time he is quite himself again. Jimmy is a joker, especially
with the girls. Sometimes, however, he takes himself seriously, as when he and his
partner danced the prize daltz at the Alpha Gamma Hoovrite. He always looks pleased to
meet you, and talks like the Ladies Home Journal. Jimmy has a habit of doing exceed·
ingly well whatever he does at all-though he does not like to be accused of such a thingso we were not at all surprised to hear of his success as a geologist since he left us at
Christmas, nor would we be no matter what heights he reached.
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3Juntnra
LESLIE BOLDT (now in service)
President
ALLIE ATKI
ON (acting president)
Vice-President
REGINALD CRAIG
Secretary-Treasurer
ALLIE ATKINSON
Much good luck is marked in this hand, but the owner
looks out for herself, and gets all she can. Love is a rather
practical affair. It is not allowed to interfere with success
in her undertakings. Two talents m'e shown, but one is
stronger than the other. Marriage comes about 25. Another
serious love affair takes place about 35, but is broken off and
then she turns to suffrage for consolation. Several voyages
and many journeys are hown. Think long before you allow
the divorce, which threatens to ruin your happiness after you
are manied. You will be happy, if you stick to your husband, after getting him.
EU ICE LATAMORE
trong ambition will rule your life, and one great love.
You will have unusual struggles against fate, but your strong
thumb shows the "'ill-power to overcome anything that stands
between you and your success. Danger from water, on an
ocean voyage will threaten you, and it looks as if you will
marry your rescuer. If not, you will marry the man you at
first refuse. A very long life, and much travel is shownand six sons.
MARTHA GREENLEE
You have such a strong, double life line you can live
to at least 90. You have a practical nature and if you were a
man could make much money. You travel by land and sea,
and do not marry before 35. You find many things to do,
but do not follow any special work. You will be happier if
you find something to do in philanthropic work, and follow
that till you marry. After that your husband will be work
enough.

F. GCY HESLET
A lucky hand, but too much dependence and belief in
luck, may cause you to lose out. Forget it. Dig, and dig
hard, and great success will come to you. You have a somewhat fickle heart line, and thl'ee marriages checker your life.
You have ODe very strong talent, <mltivate that, to the exclusion of all others. Ruccess begius about 28. About this
time you have a severe blow to your affections, but you recover early and love once more, and with greater happiness.
You make changes of location, but you finally return to your
birthplace to end your days.
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CLAIR FETZER
A long life, calm and peaceful, with few changes, are
shown in this hand. You may never marry, unless you take
the one you think you do not love. If you do this, you will
be very happy, as you do not fret about a thing after it is
done. You will make much money, and endow an orphan
asylum. Beware of lending money to friends, a stranger
would be more apt to pay it back.

ERNES'l' HAMMOND
Your hand shows love of detail in your work, a philosophic
mind, a tendency to care for other things than money. Cultivate the pi'actical side of your nature, or you "'ill end in
the poorhouse. Danger from water is shown, but you escape
to live to a green old age. Three deep love affairs are shown,
but only one becomes a marriage. You have a good many
changes of location. You can control your destiny because of
a very unusual will.

JESSIE VENABLE
A fortunate hand. One marriage, and success beginning
about the middle of your life, with a good deal of money
at that time. Your teaching ability will make you a teacheT,
if you wish. You travel mOTe on land than on water. You
must guaTd against melancholy, and getting discouraged too
easily. If you do this the fOTtunate sign of your hand will
bring you great happiness.

ELEANOR ANDERMAN
You are almost too fearless in your undertakings. Do not
be rash, or you will fall into danger. A love affair that is
disastrous, is shown, and comes from this rash quality. But,
as it is fascination rather thau real love, you recover. Beware of a gay, dark man. Three marriages interrupt whatever public career you may undertake. There are many
changes and interesting events in your life, but you find your
greatest happiness in domestic bliss. Loss of money in middle
life is threatened, so be warned and change the tendency
to spend too freely. You will live to be a great-grandmother,
with one famous grandson.
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A hand in which thel'e al'e many stl'uggles and much discoul'agement at fil'st, to be followed by unexpected happiness
and success. The life line l'uns to 89, and the fate line is
stl'ong and succes ful after struggles. Thel'e is too much
worry marked in the imagination. Marriage comes about
26 01' 28, but you outlive almost evel'ybody you know, so you
outlive yOUI' husband. You help elect many presidents, and
become an ardent suffragist.
LOUISE BELL
Your hand shows the mingling of the ideal and pl'actical.
You will idealize the one you love, too much, so that later
you will probably be disappointed in him; but yOUI' common sense may be able to save yOUI' happiness. Your head
line shows a taste fol' the imaginative, but circumstances
make it mOl'e practical, later on. Your life line is stl'ong,
showing extl'eme old age, but there is an accident, from
which you are preserved. You al'e too susceptible to the
influence of other people. Try to use your own judgment
and make your own decisions. Love and maniage al'e marked
early, and then another mal'l'iage very late in life. In one
you marry a man of wealth, much oldel' than yourself. Many
dangers threaten you, but you come safely through them all.
Two voyages and many land journeys al'e shown.
ELIZABETH ARNOT
Your hand shows many changes, a great many voyages
and finally residence in a foreign land from about the age
of thirty. You have two marriages, but apparently all
your good fOl'tune comes from the second. Better get the
first one over with as soon as possible, for your second
husband brings you fame, wealth and great happiness. There
is some danger fI'om water and also a rather serious accident on land, but you are protected from both. You make
a firm and loyal fl'iend and have in tUl'n many people devoted
to you. You have a good deal of spirituality in your nature,
a keen appreciation of the beautiful and of the humorous
and a good imagination-a combination which should make
writing easy to you.
MARY BROREI
This hand shows an even, obliging natUI'e, with great love
of detail, and deference to tradition and the accepted order
of things. The line of money and success is strongly marked.
Success in some chosen work is likely to be gained at the
expense of health, so be careful of health. You can change
any line, as you have a stl'ong will. A very happy marriage
about 27, is shown. Be careful of tl'usting your money matter to others, as disaster is shown if you do. Your head and
heart are about evenly balanced, but strive to strengthen the
head in practical matters. Love of home, and ability to be
happy there is very strong.
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DO OVAN RICHARDSON
EVALY LO G
HUGH P. COOPER (now in service)
Boldt, Chester
Chess, Flora
Clark, F. Carlton
Cooper, Hugh P.
Cristy, Annie
Cristy, Edward
Dadey, Louise
Danow, Helen
Garrett, Opal
Garrett, Wayne
Givan, George
Harris, Anne
Harris, Estelle
Hawkins, Hazel
Hayden, Gladys
Hickey, Herbert
Hubbell, Julie
Keinath, Harold A.
Keleher, Katherine

President
Vice-PI'esident
Secretary-Treasurer
Kempenich, Lillian
Kiech, Vera
Long, Evalyn
McCanna, Margaret
Meyers, Ralph E.
Moore, Robert J.
Monis, Clyde Y.
O'Loughlin, Mary
OIds, Earl P.
Paulsen, Herbert
Perry, Evangeline
Richardson, Donovan
Schumaker, Margaret
Short, Fletcher
Skipwith, Rebecca
Switzer, Hortense
White, George W.
Williams, Jason C.
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JAMES L. PHILLIPS
WILMA SNyDER
HAROLD H. BOOKER
Graf, Selma
Greenleaf, Frank O.
Grimm, Lola
Hennrich, Freda
Herby, Ethel
Hoffman, Mrs. Rowena
Hopewell, Robert W.
Hubbell, Anita
John on, Leonora
Keen, Nola
Kellam, Lloyd A.
Lamb, Mariet
Lee, Chola
Lee, Harry B.
Lighton, Edwin
Maharam, Edwin
Mann, Claud E.
Mayo, Helen (Mrs. R. E. Whitlow)
Miller, Joseph T.
Mills, Mayme
Mitchell, HalJje
Moore, Carl F.
McClure, Dwight L.
McGowan, Gertrude
Ohmart, Dorothy
o una, Anita
Overstreet, Frank A.
Papen, Allen
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President
Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer
Angle, Katherine
Bacon, Wallace
Baughman, Milo Ray
Bear, Frances
Beckman, Elma
Blackwell, Jerry
Booker, Harold H.
Brown, Dorothy
Buchly, W. E.
Burney, W. E.
Bursum, Clara
Carroon, Frank B.
Cavanaugh, LecCleir
Chavez, David E.
Chess, James M.
Cobb, Daphne
Connor, Edna
Costin, James W.
Davi, Irene
Davis, Robert W.
Dixon, Wenonah
Foraker, Charles B.
Gallagher, Thomas C.
Garton, Edna
Gibbs, Dorothy
Gilmore, Fabiola
Goetz, Helen
Gould, Ralf
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Ladies and Gentlemen:
In nominating
for this position I am sure you all feel
as I do his (her) eminent qualifications. His (her) noteworthy activities in
the past, etc., etc., etc. . . . . . . . . .. I therefore nominate to the Hall of
Infamy:-The" student instructor" or very young prof
Who for each time tardy marks three per cent
off.
"I really can't pass you," explains the young pup;
"Your penmanship's bad and your notebook's
not up"He should know that such stalling's not good for his
health,
For it's not very long since he's been there himself.
That girl whom all others would mob from the
campus,
But as for us fello'ws, Lord, how she does vamp
us.
One glance from her gay, mystic, luminous glims,
And we fall for this ingenue just like ten-pins.
She's as proud of her victims as a soldipr his scars,
For her service pin twinkles with thirty-some
stars.
And then that student most despised who always
pulls an S,
'Who never studies, pla:rs in class, and even looks a
mess.
No matter how we dig and bone,
Or swallow notes, or grind at home,
Thi Hall's the only way that's known that we can
get redress.
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, 'Professional committeeman"
(0 perfect appellation!)
Most eager to give everything
At once, consideration.
He's chairman here and speaker there,
He gets the nomination,
But work, as far as he's concerned,
Can go to thunderation.

A picture of the freshman will this Hall enhance
Who promised this was going to be a formal
dance.
There must have been some slip-up in'their social
cogs,
For I alone came choking in my evening togs,
And feeling like ~ waiter in a big hoteL
It may have been an error, but it sure was,-well.

A place in the Hall of Infamy
For the Gusher let us save,
The girl who never simply talks,
But" just must" "simply rave."
Who says that "he" is a "perfect dear,"
And everything is "grand"
Excepting him who's" the meanest thing"
And" her" she" just can't stand. "
A box of candy's "lovely";
A dress she'll quite adore."
But she has nothing left to say
When mention's made of war.
Are there further llominatiolU; 'I
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OFFICER::;
JAMES E. HOOVER
HELEN VINCENT
DONOVAN RICHARDSON

President
Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer

HE University has been able, this year, to keep matters lively on the old hill, while
making the sacrifices consequent upon the war. We feel a just pride in the number
of alumni and undergraduates who have answered the call of country and of democracy.
Our service flag now boasts 150 stars, while many others are filling vacancies left by the
men under arms. James Hoover, after ably serving for four months as president of the
Student Body, accepted a responsible position with an Oklahoma oil company, and was
succeeded by Helen Vincent.
The ball of school activities has kept briskly rolling ever since the reception for new
students, when the newcomers were delightfully introduced to 'Varsity life. Snappyassemblies have been held from time to time, at which were delivered interesting addresses by
Dr. Boyd, members of the faculty, alumni and outside speakers.
School spirit has been kept vigorously alive, as evidenced by such events as the informal
party given at the Crystal Theater on Hallowe 'en and the very exclusive dance held by the
Freshman class. The patriotic bonfire on the mesa rivalled in tunefulness even the 'Varsity
sing itself. We have few regrets for the year that has passed, and great hopes for the one to
come.

T

1\tI111'tt£ 1\ssortatton
Officers.
LESLIE BOLDT (in service)
President
............................................... Vice-President
................................................. Secretary
MIS::; J. 1. P ARSO TS
Treasurer
ATHLETIC COUNCIL
Faculty Members.

PROF. A. O. WEESE
DR. J. D. CLARK
PROF. E. HICKEY

President
Acting President
President, 1917

ST DE T 1:EMBERS
Vacancies left by members enlisting, not filled when the Mirage went to press.

'l"t T[TH the nation engaged in a colossal war, circumstances have been unfavorable to
VV the development of strong athletic teams, and fortunate, indeed, is the college
which can boast a successful season.
Too much credit cannot be given to Coach Wood, who labored diligently and unceasingly
to develop a winning team from the available raw material.
Though we were unable to participate actively, this year, in the contests within the
Rocky Mountain Conference, our place in that organization is being held open for us.
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:!Itragl'l~§tatr
Editor-in-chief
Assistant Editor
Manager
Assistant Manager
Organizations
Prose and Worse
Calendar
Jokes

Lilla Fergusson
Donovan Richardson
Herbert Hickey
Harold Booker
" Wayne Garret
Louise Lowber
Lois Davis
Elizabeth Arnot

Grateful acknowledgment is made of the assistance given by:
Myrl Hope
Erna Fergusson
Rebekah Skipwith
Lloyd Kellam
Shirley Warren
Katherine Angle
Florence Seder
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IIrrkly
Editor-in-chief
Manager
Society Editor
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j>tatr
Ernest Hammond
John Scruggs
Louise Bell

1!tuiurraity Nrws
Editor

C. E. Hodgin

We do not know exactly what led to the publication of the University
News but we think that Dean Hodgin feared for the reputation of his beloved
University if it was allowed to depend upon the Weekly and the Mirage. So
eight times a year this paper appears, with news of interest to the town and
state as well as to the University. Everyone is interested to see what Dean
Hodgin has to say, and we are never disappointed in finding something very
worth while.
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OFFICERS
EDWARD J. CRISTY
DONOVAN RICHARDSO
JEWEL MOORE

President
Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer

J ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Varsity Y. M. C. A., organized early in the year, and under the leadership of the
T HEofficers
elected at that time, has kept matters moving briskly and energetically. The
chief activity of the organization has been the conducting of vesper services on Sunday after·
noons, in co-operation with the University Y. M. C. A. Each Sunday in Rodey hall something worth while has been enjoyed by an audience composed of University students and
faculty mebers, as well as of other interested citizens of the town. Many able speakers
have helped to make the services such that few could afford to miss them, while under
the direction of Professor Seder, classic sacred music, vocal and instrumental, has been
an enjoyable feature of the programs.
Early in March, after a visit by Gale Seaman, international secretary of the Y. M. C. A.
for student work, the University fell in line with the national Y. M. C. A. movement for
the principles of a Christian world democracy. Nearly the total enrollment of the school
became organized into the small discussion groups called for by this plan.

I. 1ItlI. QT. .A.
1917-1918
MARY BROREIN
KATHLEEN LO G
OPAL GARRETT

OFFICERS
President
Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer

1918-1919
MARY BROREIN
JIMMIE STANDLEY
OPAL GARRETT

and varied have been this year's activities of the Y. W. C. A. At the beginning
M ANY
of the year the new girls were met at the train, and at the enjoyable reception given
shortly afterwards at Hokona had an opportunity of getting acquainted with the old
students and with one another.
At interesting meetings throughout the year the girls listened to instructive little talks
by visiting secretaries and other worth-while speakers. All Y. W. C. A. announcements.
together with those of the Red Cross and of the vesper service, were posted on the Y. W.
C. A. bulletin board, so kindly made by Professor Leupold.
The organization also co-operated fully with the Red Cross, and taking under its wing
the Y. W. C. A. at the Indian School, organized a Red Cross class for the girls and supplied them with knitting needles.
Near the beginning of March, the girls of the Y. W. C. A. organized into groups to
study Elliott's" A New World Democracy" and Bosworth's" About Jesus," under leaders
coached by the Dean of Hokono. Miss Lathrop has always taken an active interest in the
progress and work of the Y. W. C. A.
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I"
LI A FERGUSSON
EDWARD KI GoO

President
Manager

HE Dramatic Association was organized this year Oil a slightly different basis from
other years, in that the students paid small dues for membership, which heretofore included the whole student body. The success of last year's musical comedy, "Go Ask
Willie" now a by-word and a tmdition on the hill), occasioned a great deal of enthusiasm
over the prospects for this yenr. "Up in the Air" was written by Miss Ethel Hickey,
syncopated by Professor Seder and directed by Mr. Joe Scotti, the same team which ,vas
responsible for last year's success. The natural result \yas an even greater success, adding
more glory to the University by reason of the fact that it shelters such geninses, as well as
to the geniuses themselves.
A more formal organization of the Dramatic Association would be an improvement over
the present system. One act plays and sketches given throughout the year would bring out
what latent ability there is in the University and make the task of choosing a cast for
the annual play much easier and more efficient.

T

ifl Ql)rn mr 1 mrliirrtn
TVe are to day's explO1'ers, 1rho folloll' the ancient trail,'
The lU1'e of the wind MId the m01tntains, the path of the journeys of old.
But where is that El Domdo, the Spanish city of gold?
Even its d'ream is dead, like the dre(/oms of men who fail.
But to the fruitles~ mesa 1WS given a treaSU1'e to hold,The S1reep of the far h01'izon 1/)/1,e1'c the 1/;inds may wandel' at Irill,
The gold of the sun, the hcm·t of the 'West, the citadel set 011 the hill~
He-re is ow' El Dorado! lVe hrll;C found the desert gold.
FIOl'encc Sedel', '14.
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1917
OFFICERS
JAMES E. HOOVER
President.
.................... Secretary

DO OVA

191
RICHARDSON
.

N March, 1917, a Panhellenic Association was organized to supplant the older organization known as the Rotary Club. This association, which comprises all the fraternities
and sororities of the school, is govenled by a panhclJenic council, composed of two delegates
from each member of the association. The representatives for this year were as follows:

I

1917
1918
James Hoover and
PI KAPPA ALPHA
Donovan Richardson and
Robert Hopewell
Ernest Hammond
Carleton Clark and
SIGMA CHI
Carleton Clark and
Herbert Hickey
Herbert Hickey
Edward E. King and
ALPHA DELTA
Edward E. King and
John Scruggs
John Scrnggs
Louise Lowber and
PHI MU
Louise Lowber and
Lina Fergusson
Lina Fergusson
Kathleen Long and
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
Kathleen Long and
Catherine Keleher
Catherine Keleher
Opal Garrett and
KAPPA DELTA NU
Opal Garrett and
Helen Darrow
Helen Darrow
The aim of the organization is to establish such regulations as shall better the relations of the fraternities to one another and to the school. A number of such rules were
enacted last year, governing many phases of fraternity activity, and several were added
during the current year. The main changes found necssary this year were those occasioned
by the change from the old semester plan of tudies to our new quarter system.
Although fraternities here, as elsewhere, have felt the disturbing effect of war, and
have performed their full share in sacriiices of members, of energies, and of other resources,
nevertheless the year saw the recognition of the University in the fraternity branch of its
endeavor, placed upon a yet linner basis, with the granting of t\,O more charters from national fraternities.

Poor old fool) he hasn/t any knowledge)
Gosh) how cOttld he) trhen he)s never been to skolledge!
either have I) but I come mighty nigh)
For I peeped in) as 1 passed bigh.
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E. STANLEY SEDER, Director
SOPRANOS
Grace Stortz
Estelle Harris
Hortense Switzer

TENORS
Edward Cristy
Frank Heslet
George Givan

ALTOS
Alberta Hawthorne
Dorothy Macintosh
Margaret Standley

BASSES
Robert Sewell
James Waite
Hays J. Williams
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TEAM AGAINST CRUCES
Allen Williams
Opal Garrett
Clyde Morris
was held during the year with the New Mexico State College. On the
O NEnightdebate
of Mal'ch 9 we met our old rivals, the Las Cruces Aggies, on the subject, "Resolved, that the Philippines should be given their complete independence not later than two
years after the close of the present war."
Although much rhetorical fur flew about in
Rodey hall, our champions, Allen Williams, Clyde Morris and Opal Garrett, convinced one
of tbe three judges that the question should be decided affirmatively.

1£l QIirrulo 1£Bpauul

T

HE Circulo Espanol flourished the earlier part of the year and met regularly, first in
Rodey hall and then several times in the homes of the members. The meetings were
well attended and the programs, including readings and music and sbort talks by the
honorary members, were always interesting. The bolder and more advanced students made
the most of such opportunities to speak Spanish and with more or less difficulty made their
remarks in that language. Others who did not feel enough confidence to venture fortb
in a strange tongue, sat in unnatural silence and tried to look intelligent when addressed.
There is no doubt, however, tbat such gatherings are the best possible means of making the
student familiar with a foreign language. Tentative plans were made for producing a
Spanish play and it would undoubtedly have been a success with the number of Spanish.
speaking students in tbe University, but as usual the press of other affairs interfered.
Some correlation between tbe dramatic association and the language clubs would be beneficial to both and make for less conflict.

OOratory
for the University representatives in the
T HEstatetry-out
oratorical contest was held in Rodey ball on
November 14, 1917. Mr. Booker won first place with
his oration entitled, "New Mexico and Democracy." He
accordingly went to Santa Fe for the New Mexico Educational Association meeting during Tbanksgiving week
and there won for the University the state oratorical
contest.
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.Alumni

"
OFFICERS
ERNA FERGUSSON, '12
ALLEN E. BRUCE, '17
ERNEST ~. HALL, '16
LLOYD D. STURGES

President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer

The Alumni Association of the University of New Mexico was organized in
1892 "for the purpose of forwarding the interests of the University and the
State, and of bringing the University and the State into closer touch, each with
the other."
During the year the University was affiliated with the American University
Union in Europe. This union, consisting at present of over one hundred representative American colleges, has its headquarters in the Royal Palace Hotel,
at Paris.
Although organized primarily to meet the war needs of American college
men and their friends in France, it is hoped that the institution may prove
permanently instrumental in attracting more of our graduate students to
France, and in bringing the American college man into closer relations with
his fellows of France and other European countries.
IN THE SERVICE
Ira Vance Boldt
Walter Frances GouIn
Louise Croft Boyd
Leslie Meredith Harknis
Carl David Brorein
Matthias Higgins, .Jr.
Fred Myron Calkins
Clyde Kelly
William Coburn Cook
.John Alexander Lapraik
Edmund W. Doran
Charles Henry Lempke
Grover .Carlton Emmons
.John R. McFie, .Jr.
George Adlai Feather
Robert Tullis Sewell
Raymond Daniel Gladding
Benjamin Clay Singleton
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Presented by the University Dramatic Club at the
Crystal Theater, April 29, 1918.
BOOK-MISS ETHEL HICKEY
MUSIC-E. STANLEY SEDER
DIRECTOR-JOE SCOTTI
CAST
The Lord Mayor
The Prime Minister
Prepositional Pete
The Civic Poet
The Armory
Skeezicks
Weezicks
Pepita
Cap
Corp
Alta Toode

Joe Scotti
Alberta Hawthorne
Lloyd Kellam
F. Guy Heslet
James Chess
Grace Stortz
Estelle Harris
Maurine Reagan
James Wait
J. C. Smith
Hortense Switzer

CHORUSES
Tinajas, Tin Guards, Shaps, Hay-fevers, Frivolities, National Dangers, Klackers.
~ ~U P

I
THE AIR," worthy successor to "Go Ask Willie," held the boards and
captivated the entire town on April 29. "Go Ask Willie" set a high standard of
attainment and it was only by virtue of its extreme cleverness and originality that" Up in
the Air" is able to stand as a more successful effort. As a matter of fact it is a better
comedy from several points of view. Miss Hickey's part is better because the plot has
more coherence, the characters more originality, the dialog more snap, and the entire
piece much swifter and surer action. Professor Seder, himself, says that the music is
better and certainly those of who know nothing of the technique of music and were delighted with last year's songs, feel that this year the waltzes are more dreamily melodious,
the one-steps and fox-trots more snappy, and all the airs more catchy. Twice as many
dances seem to have inspired Mr. Scotti to at least four times as much effort and the result
is more complicated and professional choruses and more vim from start to finish.
The setting of "Up in the Air" is as distincitve as the title. The remnants and descendants of a band of itinerant players stranded on a mountain top in New Mexico,
would seem to offer enough situation in themselves, especially since they appear clad in the
gear found in their theatrical wardrobe and in some oddities of their own devising. But
this incongruous company of men in armor and men in shaps, maids in tinajas and maids in
flowering frocks invaded by two motorcycle tourists and an aviatrix of 1918, make many
situations quite beyond describing. If you didn't see it, you will never know how funny
it was.
Provincialism.
However, this is what happened. The stranded ones are living under the rule of the
Lord Mayor (so called out of respect for the costume he wears) and his sister, the Prime
Minister (out of respect to much more than the costume she wears). Prepositional Pete,
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a laconic old,times plainsman, says much and talks little, but one somehow gets the impres,
sion that he knows more than he is telling. Skeezicks and \Veezicks are two sweet young
things who try to get out of the Lord Mayor just what there is in the world" out there."
Weezicks has heard that there are "men!" But such conversatious are apt to be inter,
rupted by the arrival of the Prime Minister or Pete, who seem to have no wish to talk of the
outside world or to venture out there. The girls are forced to turn to Pepita, the little
Mexican, who" slings the lingo," and she tells of a grandmother's legend of the coming
of a stranger with much noise, who shall show the way out. This leads to the singing of the
waltz song, "Dreams," by Skee and Wee. They are interrupted by the arrival of the
Poet, who emits a rhapsody about Alta, whom upon Pete's query, "\Vho is Alta and where
is she at~" he describes as "an influence, a presence, a radiant spirit."
And then there is the noise of a motorcycle and Cap and Corp blow in with much
smoke and smell and enormous sneezes on the part of Cap, who is laid low with hayf\lver.
Naturally there is great excitement and consternation on the part of Pete, who feels that
"the game is up," danger of impingment on the part of the Lord Mayor, and wild ex,
citement from Skee and Wee, who feel that at last things are beginning to happen. Wee,
it is, who manifests" the first sign of human intelligence" by asking if the new comers
will have something to eat. She and Skee leave to get it, but in a minute comc running
back, panic stricken, while Cap and Corp hasten to the assistance of a lady in aviator's
costume, who has just fallen from a near,by peak. She tries in a song to explain herself,
but she weakens more and more until she falls into the arms of Pete, who manifests a
certain familiarity with the ways of the world, while Cap rushes to get water from the
enchanted jar which stands on the wall. Pepita calls "The Jar! the Jar! A stranger
in great fire and noise!" But the Prime Minister cannot stand Pete's solicitude for the
stranger. She tries to rouse the Lord Mayor, who is impinging all over the oven. 'When
that fails, she hel'self, calls the Armory by blowing a blast on the Lord Mayor's whistle.
The Armory enters, crashes his battle axe to the ground and complete darkness envelopes
the world. All who saw the first night performance will remember with a thrill the com,
plete and awful darkness which filled the theater. Ask Miss Hickey!
Commercialism.
Daylight coming slowly, reveals the strangers, Cap and Corp and Alta, sitting dejectedly
in the enclosUl'e while the Armory stands guard in the background. They wake, stretch,
swear, grumble, utter a little clever dialogue and introduce themselves. A capitalist, a
corporation lawyer, and "Plain Miss Alta Toode," a professional putter of pep into
apathetic propositions. Pete soon comes along to relieve the Armory and Alta and in no
time learns from him that he knows the way out of this eyre and always has, but that he
is wanted by evel'y sheriff in the state and so finds it more convenient to stay. But the
others feel that they would" Rather Be in Some Other Place Than in the Place They're In."
At the end of their song to that effect, "the blame little snipe is up" and he spouts for
quite awhile until Alta tries him out on chamber,of,commerce stuff and finds 'that he can
do that well. Just as he is going stl'ong on breezes airy and diseases pulmonary, Cap
discovers that his hayfever is gone and that gives Alta her big idea. Why not advertise the
place as a hayfever resort! Capital is at hand, and a corporation lawyer and a pep putter
and social director and Percy is at once nominated and unanimously elected advertising
manager. Pete lacks interest, but he is unnoticed as he slinks off, declaring it a "damned
poor prospect for somebody."
Pepita then enters with a bill of fare, which she offers to Cap and Corp, who, I1ftel'
they are put right in the small matter of the use of "h" for" j," are soon able to "habber
her hargon hauntily." Enter Skee and Wee with food. A charming love scene, which goes
to illustrate the originality of lovers and the keen observation of the author. In the course
of time both lovers get themselves fed and discover more and more unheard of charms in
their loved ones, and Cap learns that "hug" may in some company mean more than
"jug."
But he convinces Skee that she need not be ashamed and Alta, forgotten in the
background, remarks that the way to any chump's heart is through his stomach. But she
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is soon engrossed with the Poet, who enters chanting, "Oh, Alta Mine! Alta Divine, Come
Hither, Hither, Hither."
He is rendered incoherent by the wonderful discovery that the
lady from the skies is Alta and they go off arm in arm. But in a minute they are rushed
back by Pete with a gun in each hand. He is bound that this shall not be a health resort
advertised from coast to coast and attracting no one knows how many sheriffs and officers of
the law, and he takes this means of making himself clear. The Prime Minister approves,
for she sees her chance to dispose of Alta, the vamp, and perforce the Lord Mayor approves, too. Alta makes a slight miscalculation, calls the Lord Mayor hen-pecked, and
for that he calls in the tin guards to arrest her. Pepita, however, has been won over by
the radiant stranger and she calls Alta's attention to the Lord Mayor's whistle. One blast
brings the Armory, who at a sign from Alta, arrests and removes Pete and the Prime Minister. The Lord Mayor gives his approval to the scheme and the curtain goes down on
"Ho! for the Maid 0' Pep."
Patriotillm.
Patriotism begins with the triumph of Alta Mid Co. The place is filled with hayfever patients singing and dancing themselves into a cure and entranced with the sights
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which Alta points out to tbem. Chief among tbese are Pete and the Prime Minister, who
have fallen so far from their bigh estate tbat they are clad in convicts' clotbes and laden
with mud chains and circus balloons. 'l'bey resent being shown as sights, but the Poet
has no such compunctions and be does poetry and a song with tbe best grace in tbe world.
"Up in the Ail'" brought much applause. The song is good and tbe dance snappy
and those two high notes were the wonder of the evening. But the poet and the hayfevers soon give place to more serious matters. Tbe Lord Mayor enters with a newspaper,
which announces tbe entrance of America into the world war. "And look what a darned
state of preparedness we are in," says Pete. To illustrate this wise remark the Friviolites
and the National Dancers come on and show their state of unpreparedness and incidentally
a very pretty and effective ballet. Pete and the Prime Minister agree to stand up for
tbeir country and they are promptly released. Alta discovers bel' war work in transport·
ing prisoners and evaders of the law to Fmnce in her airplane. Even the Poet is placed, for
sbe assures him that in the trenches he could so "tickle the risibilities of the Huns, as to
make their morale not worth a pretzeL" And so the Poet is consoled, even if Alta won't
have him. Pete and the Prime Minister find themselves not too old for rosy promises of
after the war, and Cap and Corp report tbat they are off for Plattsburg. All this leads up
nicely to the Klackers chorus, decidedly one of the most original featmes of the play. Alta
teaches the Klackers to knit witbout tbe knock and do tbeir share. And then everyone
comes in to sing, "America, 'We'll Fight for You."
Criticism.
Criticism has nothing to do with the play. It comes afterward in newspapers and
confidences and at afternoon teas and dances. Cal"eful observation and attention warrants
tbe following conclusions:
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Joe Scotti, as Lord Mayor, undoubtedly carried the play, as everyone knew he would,
because nothing is anything to him. A mere matter like a confusion of dance steps or a
failure of total darkness or an electrician in the back alley only stimulate him to more
telling action. Undoubtedly Joe made the play.
But on the other hand, the Poet, Guy Heslet, was simply great! Those curls and mincing
steps, that beautiful tenor voice, the real feeling in "0 Alta, Doesn't It f" almost professional and all in the part. Surely no one was better than the Poet.
But still, Prepositional Pete, Lloyd Kellam, pines to be a dashing hero, and we hope
that some day he will, but meanwhile he handles a character part in a way to delight the
critical. That drawl, that expression of gloom, that fuselled look attracted the attention
of many people in the audience, who were prepared only to live through an amateur performance. And' 'I'm Comin' Back a Free Man!" gave a human touch to an almost
grotesque character. Pete was truly in a class by himself.
And the Prime Minister! Last year we heard from a professional source that Alberta
Hawthorne had most unusual theatrical talent. And now we know why the wise man
said that. The Prime Minister had all the stately good looks to go with her costume and
all the pep necessary to make her part connt for much. She made a hit and no mistake.
But Alta, Hortense Switzer, as the professional putter of pep into apathetic propositions won much praise. Everyone commented on how pretty she looked, the only cause of
dissension being as to whether black and white, or rose, is more becoming. Her lovely
voice is always a drawing card, and all in all Alta was a large part of the show, without
doubt.
Jimmy Wait and J. C. Smith as Cap and Corp were perfectly satisfactory heroes. Jimmy
has a record behind him as the bandit in "Go Ask Willie," and he had to prove that he
could do as well as a hero. The general opinion seemed to be that he did much better. His
melting tones and loverlike sighs are hard to beat. Smith was new to this audience, but
he has made a record now. All the ladies in the audience felt that his love-making was
quite to their taste, and he missed no point of his good lines. Cap and Corp were good,
all right.
Skeezicks and Weezicks, Grace Stortz and Estelle Harris, were well known for their
beautiful voices and Grace had had a chance in a high school play, but you ought to know
what was said about them. Estelle's solo was easily one of the hits of the play and a
gentleman who had been a theater·goer for many years said that he could sit and watch
Grace all night. So you may believe that Skeezicks and Weezicks were stars.
The Armory had nothing to say, but what he did was much appreciated and Jimmy
Chess may hope to have a speaking part some day.
Pepita, as played by Maurine Reagan, gave evidence of having spoken some other language than Spanish, but her stage laugh and her stage presence are seldom equalled.
The songs which appealed most strongly to those who know, are" Wind of the Dawn,"
beautifully sung by Estelle Harris; "Land of Our Dreams," a duet by Estelle Harris
and Grace Stortz, and "Love Is as Old as the Hills," sung by Hortense Switzer. All
three lyrics are by Florence Seder.
The tunes that we whistle and sing and carry about with us are:
1.

Oh, I'd rather be in some other place than in the place I'm in.
I'd rather have some other face than this with which I grin!
I'm hardly ever satisfied,
There's storm and stress within!
Oh, I'd rather be in some other place than in the place I'm in.
(Music by Lloyd Kellem.)
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Oh, it had such a fashionable touch, you know,
It had such a fashionable touch!
There's nothing about it that's slow, you know!
If it bas such a fashionable toucb!
For its running a mile
Abead of the style
In a manner that beats tbe Dutch!
That gets you tbe name
Of being a dame,
That has such a fashionable touch.
3.

Oh, I've got my eye on you,
Ob, I've got my eye on you;
Your manner entrancing,
My heart sets adancing
The cute little things that you do,
Oh, I've got my eye on you.
Oh, I've got my eye on you!
The coy little flashes
Tbat dart from your lashes,
Ob, I've got my eye on you.

"Navajo," "Do Your t:ihare," and "The Little Cliff Dweller," also came in for very
hearty applause.
Nomadism.
And tben they went traveling, or rather a chosen few went traveling, for Miss Hickey's
desire to see that everyone had a good time, met, and was totally defeated by the manager's
insi tence tbat only those who were really necessary sbould go. This, of course, included all
the cast, tbe director, autbors and a greatly reduced chorus. Only twelve girls and four
men found their names all tbe list posted for further rehearsal. And tbat meant work,
for they bad to learn all tbe dances and make rapid changes in costume. No chorus was
cut out and no speed in change was considered too mucb for tbe choruses.
Don Ricbardson was tbe business man, and be deserves mucb credit for the success
with which he handled his end of the job. A private car and a baggage car transported
the troop, tbe costumes and the scenery to Roswell, wbere tbe first performance was given
on Monday, May 6, and to Clovis for the second on tbe seventh. Both performances were
largely attended and were so successful tbat we are expecting to enroll tbe entire Pecos
valley for tbe next quarter.
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can't make a football team out of a bunch of stars," is an old saying among
Whether the saying is true or not we do not know, but we do know that
you can't make a football team out of a bunch of stars-ill a service flag. That is where
ew Mexico's staTS weTe this year. Sixteen of the squad from which last year's state
champions were picked were in the army or navy. Among the men who reported for
practice the first night, only one had ever played college football, and there were several
whom we are sure had neveT seen a pigskin outside of a sty before.
Almost worse than the lack of men, was the fact that Coach Hutchinson, builder
of many winning teams for U. N. M., was called away very unexpectedly just before the
opening of the season. In this crisis, Professor Wood kindly consented to act as coach.
During the uncertain days that followed, the outlook was often very dark and there were
many times when it was extremely doubtful if there would be a football team at the
'Varsity. Rarely were there enough men out to make a full team; one side of the line
bucked the other; there were no "scrubs," and many of the "green" men were disabled
by injuries. It was only the unfailing patience and courage of Coach Wood, together
with the work of some of the old men that kept the old
. M. spirit alive, and made a
team possible. The two or thl'ee practice games played by the team were disastrous
affairs which put most of the men out of the game with injuries. Our one big game was
with the Aggies at Cruces on Thanksgiving day.
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The Farmer's revenge must have been sweet; there was certainly plenty of it. Their
team of husky veterans rolled up a score of 110 to 3 on our boys. We have no excuses
and no alibis; we are glad we fulfilled our obligations and played out the season, for in
spite of defeat it was a season not without honor. The following self-explanatory letter
from Dr. H. M. Cornell of Las Cruces, has helped us to an understanding of this, and we
quote it as an expression of true, ideal in college sport.
George White, Captain,
Univ. N. Mex. Football Team,
Albuquerque, N. Mei<.
Dear Sir:
I want to protest against your action and that of the team in refusing
the award of letters for services on the gridiron.
I saw your game here, and my opinion and that of the majority of
persons who saw the game, was that you boys deserved great credit for
the spirit you displayed, not only during the game, but also during the foot·
ball season. The fact that you did not quit football because you had a
light, inexperienced team, is greater honor, in my opinion, than winning
all your games with old players.
I think your team is as much (or more) entitled to their letter than
any team in the country.
Winning and a successful season are all right, but good sportsmanship
is the chief lesson to be learned from college football-to be licked with
a grin and come back smiling.
Your men have come through the season with flying colors in everything but games won, so accept the letters and wear them proudly as your
right.
Your truly,
H. M. CORNELL.
Perhaps the most gratifying feature of the season for Varsity people was the refusal
of the team to accept their letters, on the ground that they had not played up to the
standard set in former years and did not wish to lower the value of an N. M. This
action called forth most favorable comment from college publications and newspapers
all over the country. The paragraph below is from an article in the New York Times:
"In this way it is believed that the colleges may keep their standard
of play intact and at the same time have an eleven without the brand
'informal' to represent the institution."
At the close of the season the team elected Claude Mann, the "biggest little man"
who ever wore a cherry and silver jersey, as captain for next year. Both captains have
since enlisted in the navy.
We want to say just one word to you fellows who in times past have upheld the honor
of the 'Varsity on the athletic field, but are now gone to fight on a bigger field. You
may be glad to know that we are doing our best, and will continue to do our best to
" carryon" here at the old school. We know how you will fight, and we want you to
know that we are all behind you, and" rooting" for you to win as we never rooted before,
and we hope sincerely that you may return from this" big game," safe and victorious.
Below are the men who played football for the Varsity this year:
White, Capt.
Mann
McClure
Phillips
Cha vez
Greenleaf

Romero
Clark, C.
Harris
Boldt, L.
Booker
Foraker

Buchly
Patton
Carroon
Chess
Paulsen
Richardson, Mgr.
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KATHERINE G. A rGLE
OLA KEEN, KATHERI E ANGLE
HALLIE MITCHELL, HELEN DARROW
ETHEL KIEKE, FRIEDA HENDRICK
DOROTHY GIBBS, SELMA GRAF
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Captain
Forwards
Centers
Guards
Substitutes

basketball season of the past year has been a most successful one, and the lack of
T HEa regular
schedule has been somewhat balanced by a trip to Magdalena. On February
2 th the team traveled to the latter place, ani ving on Friday aftemoon. The game was
posted for Saturday evening, and during the preceding hours, the girls were delightfully
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entertained by numerous little affairs. One of the most interesting events of' the trip was
the breathless watching of a betting bulletin board.
Jear the end of the day the betting
stood one hundred to seventy-five in the 'Varsity's favor, and at the the game that evening,
each girl was promised a box of candy if the victory was hers. An hour afterwards the
'Varsity girls saw their dream boxes in the candy-store window, for the score was eighteen
to fifteen in Magdalena's favor.
Previous to this year, both teams had clashed on 'Varsity's floor, and the latter had
come off the field, amid the cries of victory, twenty to eight. Later the University girls
attempted to procure a deciding game, but for numerous reasons, were unable to play and
the game was postponed until the season of 1919.
The manager tried to obtain games with Las Cruces and Silver City, but owing to a
rule made several years ago, forbidding the team to leave Albuquerque, he was unable,
at such a late date to procure a game and arrange a new schedule.
During the past months practice games have been played off and on with the Business
College and the High School, and the 'Varsity girls have lost but two games during the
entire season, one with Magdalena and one with the High School team. Several j)layers
were crippled and substitutes were sent in to finish the remaining quarters.
The team work of the 'Varsity girls is unusually good, and quick passing of the ball
down the field very often brought victory. The team has practiced faithfully and well,
and their enthusiasm has done much towards the prospects of a regular 1919 schedule. Much
material has been discovered and considering the fact that the 'Varsity girls have not had
a coach and have depended upon the captain's and their own knowledge of the the game,
they have done remarkably good work and deserve much credit for their "pep" and
interest in athletics.
Next year the girls will endeavor to establish athletics of all sorts and will attempt
to fill somewhat the place of the soldier-athlete, who has gone to France.
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OFFICERS
PROF. A. W. WAND
REGI ALD CRAIG
JOH
SCRUGGS
JAMES E. HOOVER-REGINALD CRAIG

sixty-one

President
Secretary
Treasurer
Captain

the least among our war-time activities are those of the Rifle Club. Almost every
N OTSaturday
afternoon since its organization on December 2, a band of men has repaired
to the range a mile north of the campus for practice in an art which some might soon
have occasion to use in grim earnest on the battlefields of France.
The dub, which is under the supervision of the National Rifle Association, was fortunate
in having for a coach Professor Wand, who spent the previous summer in a training camp.
Under his instruction the members quickly attained greater proficiency, until great quantities of black patches were necessary in the pits.
In the spring quarter, a contest was held, according to the rules of the National Association, for a markmanship medal. This contest induded slow and rapid fire, with various
targets and at different ranges.
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Lina Fergu on
Loui e Lowber
Eleanor Anderman
Elizabeth Arnot
Anne Cristy
Mary Brorein
Julie Hubbell
Rebekah kipwith
Adelaide Shields
Katherine Angle

Irene Davis
Wenonah Dixon
Dorothy Gibbs
Helen Mayo
Gertrude McGowan
Maude Rodney
Allie Atkinson
Margaret chumaker
LecCleir Cavanaugh
Grace Stortz
ALUMNAE

Elizabeth Simm
Ethel Kieke
Katherine Chavez
Lolita HuninO' Pooler
Pauline Sewell
Edith Childers
Katherine Johnson Balcomb
Evelyn Everitt Ross

Pearl Thompkins
Erna FerO'usson
Angelica Howden
Florence Seder
Jean Arnot Mitchell
Maybelle Lovelace
Lora Lovelace
Blanche Porterfield

:\'INETEEN

sixty-seven

EIGR'J'EEN

Myrl Hope
Kathleen Long
Helen Vincent
Loui e Bell
Hazel Hawkin,
Shirley Warren
Martha Greenlee
Margaret McCanna
Katherine Keleher
Louise Dadey

Ann Harris
Estelle Harris
Evalyne Long
Margaret Standley
Dorothy Ohmart
F ranees Bear
Wilma Snyder
Lois Davis
Claire BursllID

PLEDGES
Anita Hubbell

Maurine Reagan
Edith Boellner

ALUMNAE
Irene Boldt
Lillian Spickard

Katherine Conway
Kathren Little

I

ETEE'

EIGHTEE

ixt)'-llinc

Hermione Hoge
Katherine Shotwell
Je ie Venable
Selma Graf

Helen Darrow
Opal Garrett
Edna Garton
Fabiola Gilmore
PLEDGES
Sarah Herrick
Iayme Mill

Bertha Frois art Welch
ALUMNAE

Viola Doering
Daphne Fortney
Abbie Heacock

Thelma Loudon

Carolyn Michaels

Beatrice Selsor
Laura McCollum filler

NI

E'rEEN

EIGH'l'EE

SCV(,l\t~·-OIlC

Ernest Hammond

Hngh

Robert Jewel :Jloorc
Lloyd Kellam
Jame Chess
Edward Lighton
HO"'ard C. Buchly
Allen Williams
Clair Fetzer

COOPP!'

Che tel' Boldt
lIarry B. Lee
Donovan Richardson
Perkins Patton
Edward Uri. ty

PLEDGE
'ad Moore

ALUMNI
Thomas Danahy
Everitt Van Cleave
Leo 1\1urphy
Bruno Dieckmann

Lawrence Lackey
Joe McCanna
J. N. Van Devante['

NINETEEN

seventy-three

EIGHTE:B

•••••mitt

~t!lma

I"

Harold Booker
D. L. McClure
Burch Foraker
Wallace Bacon

Herbert Hickey
Carlton Clark
Ray Walker
J. L. Phillip
ALUMNI

William Keleher
Pierce Rodey
Edmund Ros
Kenneth Balcomb
Hugh Carli Ie
Harry Frank
E. S. Seder
Kenneth Barr

William Slater
G. W. F. Givan
A. E. Bruce
R. T. Sewell
J. L. Wait
A. S. Hunt
Fred Sabin

INETEEN

EIGHTEEN

se\'cnt~'-five

Ross Thompson
Harold Keinath
E, E. King
C. E. Little
W. P. Thompson
J a on C. Williams

Earl Olds
J. M:. Scruggs
Joseph Jordan
Joseph Eldodt
Paul Mozely
PLEDGE

R. S. Craig

ALUMNI

A. K. Leupold

eventy-six

THE

David Ross Boyd
Lynn Boal Mitchell
John Dustin Clark
Asa Orrin Wee e
Anthony W. Wand
Della J arret Sisler

:\fIRAGE

E. Stanley Seder
Daphne Fortney
Ethel Kieke
Proctor F. Sherwin
Dean Amory Worcester
ALUMNI

Katherine Chaves
PLEDGES

C. E. Hodgin
Leroy S. Peters

Paul G. Redington
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I T was one of Moliere's bourgeois characters who learned to his confusion that" Tout
ce qui n 'est point prose est vers, et tout ce qui n 'e t point vel's est pro e"-which is to
say-all literature is either prose or poetry. Bc that so, let us paraphTasc as-was it
Mark Twain~-did, and call our department "Prose and Worse." Waiving its rather
questionable classification under the head of literature at all, judge, ye gentle readers,
whether our caption be appropriate. But judge not too severely, lest, when it comes your
turn to produce so many pages of filler for the editor, ye be judged likewise harshly.
To wed, or not to wed,-that is the question:
Whether 'tis nobler for co·ed to suffer
The bombs and shrapnel of Career's misfortune,
Or take to "arma virumque" for life,
For better or for worse~ To live,-to love,No morc; and by our love to say we end
The heartache and the thousand natural shocks
Career is heir to,- 'tis a consummation
Devoutly to be wished
.
For who would bear the whips and scorns of time,
Th' director's ire, the editor's rebuff,
The manuscript returned, a check's delay,
The insolence of office, the advantages
Which man of his unequal worker takes,
When she herself might home and comfort make
And life worth living~ Who would failures bear
To teach or steno though a weary life,
But that the dread perhaps we may get left
When eligible men do cast for wives
In lottery supreme, puzzles the will,
And makes us rather strive to carryon
Than trust to augury without assurance'
But marriage doth prove masters of us all;
And thus our dreams of fame, and resolutions
Our 'Varsity to honor, come to naught,
And enterprises of great worth and moment
Revert to efforts far from public eye,
And take the name of Hymen.
Written in ante-bellum days in answer to the sweet girl graduate's query, f'After
Obviously the problem no longer exists since we heard of the formatiun
of the matrimonial trust for the purpose of getting at least one of the fair young things
married off this ·year.
College-What~"
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1. The primeval state of the campus: 4. They planteth the lawn: 6. The character of
the tudents: 7. The character of the faculty: 12. Advent of Adam: 15. The fountain:
1 '. Adam explaineth: 22. It departeth.
1. In the beginning they did take the
13. And he did make to deviate the
campu in hand, for they found it without
straight and narrow ways, so that they
form and void.
should ensnare the unwary lover, and the
tudents already late to class.
2. And the terra firma-ment was of ex14. And he hearkened not unto the comceeding dry land, and the waters were far
plaints of the students.
under the earth.
15. And one morning when the tudent
3. And they did cause the waters to gush
did stir upon the campus they did find a
forth from a hole in the earth and they did
white and glaring thing among them, et
call the name of it a well.
into the earth by a path, and the sight of it
4. And they did cause a blade of grass to
smote their souls.
be set into the earth and they did say: Be
16. And they ha tened unto the powers
fruitful and multiply after your kind and
spread over the face of the earth. And
that be, sayi ng, Who hath done this
atrocious thing.
the name of it hall be called a lawn.
17. And they an wered unto them aud
5. But alas, it did not come to pass, for 10,
where the gra s was planted a leaf of alfalfa said, 10, and it wa the trusty Adam.
arose.
1 . And th y called Adam unto them and
6. And they did bring fish and fowl upon
a ked him the reason therof, and he anthe campus, which were students from afar
wered them, saying, Knowest thou not
off.
that such a drinking fountain is all the go.
7. And they did set into their midst,
19. Lo, have I placed such a one in front
beasts and cattle after their kind, which was
of fifty court house in my lifetime. And
exceeding poor, to be as faculty. And they
the students did not get the drift.
thought it was good.
20. But Adam perceived the disfavor in
the hearts of the students and he spoke unto
. And there were many buildings upon
them again, saying, Be ye of good cheer, for
the campus which were for an habitation
there shall be only one thiug of a kind upon
unto the students; and all were alike to
this campus.
one another as two peas.
21. And the students did fall upon their
9. Then they did build upon the campus
knees upon the earth and did praise the
such an house as hud never been seen.
Lord.
10. And it did resemble nothing upon the
22. But within a while after there was
face of the earth but an white shoe box
a secret council by night among the stuwith a qual e hole in the lid.
11. And then they did find a man which dents.
23. And there arose up one and aid, This
II as called Adam, and did set him upon the
thing shall no longer be in our midst. It
campus to dress it und keep it.
in fierce. Yea, it i even an abomination
12. And great was the destruction which
unto the Lord.
Adam did wreak upon the campus. For 10,
24. And the others arose and cried with
he did cut down hedges and green things
one voice, Yea verily, it shall be treated
UpO:l the campu , and did plow up the tennis
accord ing to its deserts.
court and the roads where the students
II-ere wont to walk.
25. And it came to pass
.
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iJjinrB on 1£unlution
[n chalky Mesozoic age,
Geology profs tell us,
The bulky clumsy Dinosaurs
Were very stupid fellows.
They died because they grew so large:
They tried to specialize,
But the bulkier their bodies got,
Their brains decreased in size.
And if a man with buzz-saw came
And tried to slice them thru,
They'd suffer to be rent in twain
While thinking what to do.
The Pterodactyl was, they say,
A very foolish bird.
Excessive growth of head and wing
Caused it to look absurd.
It grew its head for getting food
And left no room for brain,
To make it hide its head beneath
Its wing to keep off rain.
The Ordovician TrilobiteThe crusty little cussIn Spines became extravagant,
They hurt him wuss and wuss.
For when he had to Hooverize
On clothes and things to eat,
He curled his tail into his mouth
In making both ends meet.
Silurian Eurypterids
And Ammonites extinct
Degenerated in to naught,
Because they got too kinked.
So t t evolution in one Hne
Brings progress to an end,"
And if you specialize too much
You'll follow in their trend.
Every poet feels called upon to write lines on something or other; but what editor
wouldn't feel called upon to draw lines on any more like this~

j,priug
Tree's a 'buddin' out, by jinks,
Grotto servin' icy drinks,
Erstwhile student sits and thinksWants to bum.
The mesa and the mountain call,
Talk of fussin', track, baseball,
Themes deserted, lab, math, allSpring has come.
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PROBLEM-Swishing sound in upper hall of Phi Mu house; dust particles in the air.
JUDGMENT-It is 6:45 a. m. The noise sounds like a Hofflin suit in the process of being
dusted.
IJ\TFERE CE-The noise is directly outside of Maude's door; 6:45 is Maude's rising
hour; she has a HoITlin suit; it needs dusting.
PROOF-Thus come I to the conclusion that Maude is shaking her middy suit. Do I
have to get up and go to the door for proof positive~ Not 1. I have taken psychology
under Professor Worcester. I merely sing out, "Good morning, Maude," and her
melodious answer proves that my reasoning has been sound. In a similar way I have
saved much physical fatigue in the following cases, and in addition have avoided
any impertinent questioning on subjects not generally regarded as vital to my private
negotiations. I recommend my system.
CASE TWO
PROBLEM-Decided swelling of Frances' face.
JUDGMENT-Prevalence of disease called the mumps among 'Varsity students; disease
contagious.
INFERENCE-Frances seen in company with one person so afflicted.
PROOF-Source of Frances' mumps determined.
CASE THREE
PROBLEM- nwonted coolness between Jimmy and Gertrude.
JUDGME T-Gertrude has a letter postmarked "Camp Kearny"; Jimmy has not.
INFERENCE-Jimmy and Gertrude get letters every day so marked; when one of these
letters gets side tracked the respective young lady maintains a decided coolness toward
the whole world in general, and the other young lady in particular.
PROOF-Two came from Arthur the next day, and the usual one from Willum. All is
amicable upon the campus once more.
CASE FOUR
PROBLEM-A bunch of angry students around an innocent looking piece of typewritten
paper.
JUDGME T-The paper is mimographed; the stimulus is apparently unpleasant; Lois
and Shirley are not on speaking terms; in fact, no one and Shirley are on speaking
terms; nearly all of the belligerent students are Freshmen.
INFERENCE-Dr. Clark had the only mimograph machine on the campus; Shirley is always
unapproachable when in the throes of a chemistry quiz; nearly all the Freshmen are
taking chemistry.
PROOF-Does anyone need further proof that a chemistry quiz is arriving~
CASE FIVE
PROBLEM-A hideous crunching noise at one of the breakfast tables in the dining hall.
JUDGME T-A solitary plate of toast on the table; only one person at the table.
INFERENCE-The clothes pin at the person's place says, "Richardson." Such noises
are produced only by the chewing of U. . M. toast. We listen.
PROOF-It is Don. We call to him, "Greetings. We hear you are enjoying your toast."
CASE SIX
PROBLEM-A foot of the male of the species protruding from a secluded knell.
JUDGMENT-Upon closer inspection a very much smaller foot is found near the first one.
It is during the lunch hour.
INFERENCE-It is a devoted couple--sufficiently devoted to miss lunch. There are only
three such couples on the campus. Brother and sister are in the dining hall; the larger
hoe is not that of Mr. Fetzer. Therefore,
PROOF-The shoes observed are the property of Mr. and Mrs. S.
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Scorn not the sonnet. Right-o, Wordsworth, lad.
For of the rondel, ballad, ode or lay,
Or vel' livre stuff that Blanco flings away,
o other form of verse can be so bad.
In poetl'y, y'know, it is the fad
To dub a spade-" ah, implement profound,
Disturber of the crust of th' earthly mound' , In prose,-" a bally digging-ditch doo-dad.'"
So sonnetteers chuck what is amateur
While waiting for their heavenly muse to sing,
In sonnettariums they chase the cureFull fourteen Ii nes of words, yep, that's the thing.
I need two more, that last line was the twelfth.
Who says the sonnet speaks not for itselH
Hi diddle diddle,
The cat and the fiddle,
The cow jumped over the moon.
The little dog laughed
To see such sport,
And the dish ran away with the spoon.
A charming little hexastichon; authorship unknoWll; entirely fanciful. The combinations of words has been chosen for their musical sound. As a result of continued study
upon the piece, Prof. !Cnowell K. Knowitt of Knowthank U. has decided that it vividly
represents a scene of animal revelry.
NOTES
Line 1. Hi-modernized spelling of the old Anglo-Saxon hey; an expression of joy.
Diddle-another form of daddle, meaning to waste time. It seems to have no bearing
on the poem except technically, as it forms a rhyme with the final word in the succeeding line.
Line 2. Cat-from the Latin, catus. A well known domestic animal of the species Felis;
useful in catching mice and rats.
The reference to fiddle in this line is symbolical of the peculiar violin-like cries of felines.
Line 3. Since it is obviously impossible for any animal to accomplish the feat so indicated, it is probable that the moon was a crescent shaped garden plot, near which the
animals were gamboling.
Line 4. Laughed-slightly erroneous as it is customar~' for dogs to bark. The term
laughed, gives a joyous lyric and musical effect, which the author so desired.
Line 5. Sport-that which produces mirth.
I I They called him (Sampson) out of the prison house and he made them sport."
Judges
XVI:25.
Line 6. Rather figurative. Probably the two utensils were carried away together.
After reading this poem several times the Freshman will readily see what bearing it has
on the price of cheese.
.
Haven't you read other classics similarly super-annoted ~ If all these embellishments
are necessary for the appreciation of literature and such, let's have the I I Alma Mater"
set to Jazz band accompaniments so we'll be able to recognize the tune.
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"Somewhere in the University."
Private Cory Spondunz,
Pale Yellow Streak,
Rainbow Division, A. E. F.
Dear Corey:
When your letter came from France you bet I read the same right in the hall where
all could see, so the other girls would envy me, for most of the boys who went away are
still in camps in the U. . A. So I displayed the censor's sign (I think he's mean for
reading mine) for all the folks will gladly sieze a bit of news from overseas.
But say, it almost made me sore to hear you talk about the war which you are winning over there, and all the trials you have to bear. The life you lead sounds pretty soft,
those corking meals, and full time off to sit beneath a shady tree and write a line or
so to me; and movie shows and magazines and goodies served from big canteens. Gee
whiz, if we should do that here we'd hang for traitors sure, I fear. It surely is high
time you knew of all the things we have to do to win the war right here at home. First
we help on the Liberty Loan. We have to buy a bond or two and make the others take
a few; the Patriot's War Fund we must join, and if we still have any coin we buy Thrift
Stamps. But that's no loss. Of course we join the big Red Cross, the Navy League, then
right away do we subscribe to the Y. M. C. A.
And once or twice in every week some wounded soldier comes to speak; the movies
are infested then with long-winded Four Minute Men. Count that day lost whose setting
sun hears no fierce speech against the Hun. Besides the books we have to read! Real
literature has gone to seed, for now one sits and reads (and knits) the latest way to handle
Fritz, and all the books we used to do we're sending them in stacks to you.
And Hooverize! Oh spare the word. The things we eat are too absurd. We girls
are knitting day and night, (and even boys, it's quite a sight). They've even tampered
with the clocks so we can make some extra socks, sweaters, helmets, wristlets. More are
needed now than were before. Our knitting's mostly done in class, and in the extra
hours we pass down in the Dom. Sci. rooms below to make some bandages and sew
Belgian baby clothes. Time was, with garments, muslin strips and gauze, when every
party, club or tea was turned into a sewing bee.
Parades, war gardens, trophy trains, benefits and prayer chains, canteen service, nurse's
schools, food conservation, factories, tools of every sort that girls can wield. Who ever saw
a larger field~ Yes, all these things we have to do and in spare moments write to you.
So, though I really haven't time, I'm still
Your loving
CAROLINE.
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F or Twenty Years the Schools Boys and Girls of New
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MATSON'S
STATE HEADQUARTERS FOR

SPORT GOODS
This store has won and now holds its position
as New Mexico's principal athletic equipment
house, by goods of highest quality, sold at
prices that the average student can afford.
Sweaters, Hunting and Outing Garments, Riding
Togs, Baseball, Basketball, F ootball, Track and Field
-No matter what department of Amateur Sport is
your favorite, we have the equipment.

UNIVERSITY, HIGH SCHOOL AND GRADE
SCHOOL STUDENTS REGARD
MATSON'S AS HOME
School Books, School Supplies, School
Equipment, Kodaks, Small Arms,
Brunswick Phonographs

O. A. MATSON & COMPANY
Try Our Mail Order Service Department-You'll Find It Satisfies
206 West Central Avenue

Albuquerque, New Mexico

I
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of New York

Oldest in America
Best in the World
J. H. COONS, Manager
Southeast Corner Second and Gold
~

ALBUQUERQUE

NEW MEXICO

~
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SEPTEMBER
27th-29th-Phi lVIu house party. Full house and a big time.
OCTOBER
1st-" Oh, I'm so glad to see you back! But won't it seem dull here with
most of the old bunch gone1 Have you registered yet? Don't tell me that
new man is coming here!"
2nd-Classes started. Boys resign in favor of girls' seminary.
12th-Sigma Chi's introduced their new pledges with a dance at the chapter house.
15th-Y. W. C. A. party at Hokona. Everybody happy and all stuck up.
'l'affy.
19th-The trite and tried but nevertheiess successful get-acquainted reception for new students at Rode,)" Hall.
21st-Sigma Chi open house.
21st-Alpha Gamma open house at Margaret McCanna' '.
26th-Pi Kappa Alpha dance at Rodey Hall. Everybody out for a good
time. Many new girls.
28th-Open house at girls' dormitory.
30th-Varsity Liberty Loan celebration emphasized by a big bonfire.

Fours,

Sixes,
Eights

ALL WONDERFUL PERFORMERS

l(istler-Overland Co.
Phone 710

513-515 W. Central
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DUKE CITY CLEANERS
HATIERS and DYERS
Out of Town Orders Receive Prompt Attention
220 West Gold Avenue

PHONE 446
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29th-Alpha Gamma Halloween dinner party at the home of Kathleen
Long.
30th-Hallowe'en open house at the Crystal theater.
31st-Reception at Sigma Chi House, honoring Lieutenant Brorein.
NOVEMBER
2nd-Phi 'Iu pledges entertain active members with a masked ball at the
Woman's Club.
4th-Informal part,)' at the Sigma Uhi House.
5th-Football,
. M. vs. A. H. S.
6th-Carl 'Iagee, a former student at U. N. 1\'1., talks of experiences in
France. Lieut. Carl Brorein also speaks.
9th-Alpha Gamma Hooverite dance at the Woman's Club. Features of
the evening were a draw dance and a prize waltz. All Mr. Hoover's wishe>;
observed, even to growing fat by laughing.
10th-Alpha Delta smoker. Ed King smokes again.
14th-Oratorical tryont at Rodey hall. Harold T. Booker winner.
16th-University Sing. Plaintive soprano voices much in evidence.
17th-Football, . N. 1\'1. vs. Indian 'choo!'
17th-Alpha Gamma pledges picnic on the banks of the Rio Grande.
j).1I1I1II1I1I1II1I1I1I1I1I1I1I1I1I1I1I11I1I1I1I1I1I1I1I1I1I1I1I1II1I1I1I1I1I1I1I1I1II1I1I1I1I1I1II1I1I1II1I11Il:(
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B. RUPPE

BEBBER

'rr.arriptiou
mruggi.at

®pttrtau

37 years continuous practice
in Albuquerque

u
Established 1904
Citizens Bank Building
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Lawyer

ESTABLISHED 1883
".

FEE'S
CANDY
STORE

18th-Phi Mu open house.
20th-Spanish Club at Rodey Hall. Mr. Chavez makes interesting address.
23rd-Sigma Chi dance. Sigs still prove themselves delightful hosts.
26th-N. M. E. A. meet at Santa Fe. Varsity introduced their Opera
Chorus and made a hit.
29th-Xi chapter of Phi '!u reunion. Many alumnae back.
29th-Thanksgiving football game. U. . M:. vs. Aggies at Las Cruces. Sh \
DECEMBER
6th-Pi Kappa Alpha annual banquet at the Alvarado.
7th-P. K. A. entertained at the Country Club in honor of Lieut. Glen
Emmons and Lieut. Louis Hesselden. About thirty couples danced until
midnight, when refreshments were served and against dormitory rules the
party continued.

I

i
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The Cooper :::or Company
Distributors
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Automobiles
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PUTNEY HAS IT

I
;

L. B. P. Green Chili
It Is Better

;=

I
;

I

~

~

I

R. E. P. Flour
The Best for Bread

i

L. B. PUTNEY
Wholesale Grocer

§

i
§

Navajo Blankets

Indian Baskets
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Strong Brothers
8th-Freshmen and Sophomore scrap. Hokona very muchly upset. Miss
Cobb makes debut as a movie tar; hair-raising escape from second story.
Did the freshmen dance 1
14th-Recital at Rodey Hall. "Dormitorically" speaking, rules broken
for a dance at the Honky Tonk afterward.
20th-Phi Mu open house. 1iss Stortz and Mr. Seder were delightful entertainers.
21st-Sigma Chi dance. Xmas decorations.
22nd-Traveling bags, suit cases, transfer wagons, fond farewells and
Merry Xma . Smiles vie with each other in a mad rush for the station.
23rd-Xmas program at last vespers.
27th-Phi Mu tea. Xmas cheer prevails.
29th-Phi Kappa Phi initiation and lunch.
JA VARY
th-Winter quarter begin .
llth-P. K. A. dance at the Woman's Club, in honor of Leslie Boldt,
J ames Hoover and Herbert Shelton.
17th-Fred Luthy and Bob Hopewell were hosts at a delightful dance at
the Country Club.
18th-First shoot of the year by Gun Club.
hilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll~

Gordon
Silk Hosiery
Silk stockings are almost a
nellessity to the woman who
lVould be well dressed. Remember, also, that while there are all
kinds of silk, that used in Gordon Hosiery is of the very best
quality, pure dye, strong and
durable.

Ranch Supplies
We Want You to Visit Our
Large New Store

•••••

i ]. KORBER & CO. i
~

I

220 North Second Street
Albuquerque, N. M.

I ~*i!.l@~~
~
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Crane's Linen Lawn
Eaton's Highland Linen
Waterman Fountain Pens
Eastman Kodaks

-Real Estate
-Loans and
-Rentals
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MIRAGE

Strong's Book Store

I_

208 W"t Silver Ave.

_
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18th-Sigma Chi dance "To Our Allies," honoring Sigs in khaki. The
Sigma Chi's service flag was much in evidence and each dance was dedicated to a brother in service.
19th-Woman's basketball. U. N. M. vs. Magdalena at the Armory. Dancing followed.
20th-Sigma Chi gave a buffet supper at the chapter house.
26th-Ice skating on the swimming pool.
30th-Kappa Delta Nu open house. Nieely furnished rooms admired.
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FEATURING

WILLIAM FOX SPECIALS
WILLIAM FOX STANDARDS
GOLDWYN PHOTOPLAYS
PARALTA PLAYS
WILLIAM FARNUM
THEDABARA
GEORGE WALSH
MAE MARSH
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Our Service
The strictest attention to each individual account is the principle governing the management of this bank in respect to
the service which it renders its patrons. Our complete equipment, moreover, affords every convenience for the prompt
and accurate transaction of any financial business.
Make the First
real service.

ational Bank your banking home and enjoy

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Capital and Surplus, $600,000.00

YOU CANNOT AFFORD TO LOSE
the dollars that slip through your hands each
week. We have many customers who place
them in our care for safe keeping. They
soon pile up and then you receive interest on
all of them. SAVE the loose dollars; they
will be a friend some day to you.

First Savings Bank & Trust Company
Albuquerque, New Mexico
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Cigars and Tobacco
Singer Pocket Billiard Parlor

FEBRUARY
1st-Mirage tag and kodak day.
2nd-Coyote's hold mock trial at Rodey Hall. Mr. Overstreet convicted.
6th-Carry-on-Cabaret given by Woman's Panhellenic Association at
Elks' Club for benefit of Red Cross.
10th-P. K. A. dance at the Woman's Club.
11th-Phi Mu entertains student body, faculty members and friends at
a tea at their house.
15th-Sigma Chi Valentine dance at the chapter house.
23rd-Woman's basketball. Magdalena vs. U. N. M. Magdalena won.
MARCH
4th-Y. M. C. A. smoker in gym. Mr. Seaman lectures.
9th-Debate, U. N. M. vs. Aggies at Rodey Hall. Aggies won.
10th-Graph Owl Grumpi, given by Phi Mu house girls. Nuff said, but it
was a regular party.
16th-W. A. Henning of St. Louis, member of the Grand Council of
Sigma Chi, visited Beta Psi chapter, and during his three-day visit, he
and Mrs. Henning were delightfully entertained by banquets, picnics,
dances and a trip to Isleta.
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Bought, sold, rented and repaired. Exclusive dealers of the
Royal Typewriters. (Used by U. N. M.)

ALBUQUERQUE TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE
Phone 914
122 South Fourth St.
Wholesale and Retail
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Oscar O. Campbell, Mgr.
Free Delivery Service to All Parts of the City

;

;
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22nd-Alpha Delta annual banquet at the Alvarado. George Butler and
Pryor Timmons were back.
23th-Professor Seder presents his students of art at a recital at Rodey
Hall. 'I.'his recital reflected OTeat credit upon the students and Professor
Seder.
APRIL
1st-Spring quarter.
0 foolin'.
2nd-Play practices start properly.
4th-Woman's Panhellenic Association gave a tea at the home of Miss
Alice Boyd, in honor of the newly granted chapters of Kappa Kappa
Gamma and Alpha Chi Omega.
5th-K. K. G. installation: The petitioning members of Gamma Beta
chapter of K. K. G. The installation and initiation of Alpha Gamma
initiates took place on April 6th at the Sigma Chi house. Mrs. Parke
Kolbe, the national president of K. K. G., assisted by three members of
Beta Mu chapter of the niversity of Colorado performed the mystic rites
of the initiation.
6th-K. K. G. banquet at the Alvarado.
7th-On Sunday p. m. the Phi Mu's gave a delightful tea at their chapter
~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~ l:tllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll~

218 W. Central

I

Phone 335

HA:

I

RA1N
FEED

GUARANTEE

SEED

CLOTHING
CO.
Correct Clothes for Men

~_;

i_i

Cliff Hayden

Ralph Keleher
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Central Station

i

Power

I

'l'he most flexible, elastic awl seU-adjusting POWCl', from. the
simple requirements of the butcher and the grocer to the large
manufacturer, is Electric Service from the Central Station

~

~

§

1itItITH the present fuel question, man-shortage,

It'l1

scarcity of raw material, freight embargoes and
other present-day difficulties, the matter of power
becomes a serious problem in your business.
Central Station Power is a continuous, 24-hour service.
Instantly responsive, up to the highest efficiency
standard for every purpose. Supplants human labor
at less cost and without the many human elements.
Each business has its own requirements. Yours has.
To reach the very highest efficiency, your problem
must be worked out on its own merits.
In all of this we will gladly help you without charge for
serVIce.

Albuquerque Gas and Electric
Company

I
~
~

§
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WE ARE SELLING FOR LESS

T

A

L
K
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house in honor of the new members of the K. K. G.
8th-Reception given by K. K. G. at the Country Club.
19-Kappa Delta Nu entertained all the Greek letter people of Albuquerque at the Masonic temple with a dance in honor of the newly installed chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamma. The temple was beautifully
decorated with sweet peas, palms and colors of the sorority and the key
of the K. K. G. Refre hments were served and it was pronounced a good
party.
26th-Sufficient gloom and de pair, O'nashing of teeth and tearing of
hair at dre rehearsal of" p in the Air" to assure even Mi s Hickey
that the play, according to all the signs, wa going to be a grand and
glorious success.
29th-And it was all that! 'fhe standard of excellence attained last year
by "Go Ask Willie" has soared, a wa fitting to "Up in the Air," and
now hang upended, waiting for another boost in 1919.
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THE SUPERIOR LUMBER and MILL CO.
MILL WORK, LUMBER AND
BUILDING MATERIAL
Phone 377

50 1~21 S. First Street
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F. B. Schwentker, General Agent

~

I

g

A. E. Bruce, '17, Cashier
N. T. Armijo Building

Albuquerque, N. :M:.

i
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JUNE
12th-On this day certain of the members of the class of 1918 received
their sheepskins with a sigh of relief, and looked about them to see what
they could do to be useful. (We do not infer that other members of the
class did not receive theirs, but they had finished and left before the
above date.)
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The Pullman Cafe
THE REXALL STORE

••••
We Carry a Full Line of Drugs
and Chemicals

P. M. LEAKOU & BRO.

Proprietors

THE BEST CAFE IN
THE SOUTHWEST

••••
CANDY
STATIONERY

••••
Corner Fir t and Central
Phone 65
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Albuquerque, New Mexico
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No Power or Hardship or Condition can keep you down III knowledge,
virtue or influence, except yourself.
Per onal success depends upon personal intentions.
Today is the best day the world has ever seen; and tomorrow will be the
better if each makes use of today's advantages.
A Bank has more valuable services that are less understood by those for
whom they are intended, than any other business institution; and what a
bank means by it services is its ability to back up your activities with its
law-prescribed functions.
The personal service of this bank is one of the advantages of making this
your banking home.
Did you ever hear of a successful man without a bank account?
A term account bears 4% interest, compounded twice each year.

Citizens Bank of Albuquerque, New Mexico
"The Bank of Personal Service"
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Two weet young things went forth to erve their country by selling Liberty
Bonds to the unwary young men. The committee in charge assigned a certain
hotel to them. But unfortunately, most of the roomers were not at home.
At last their virtuous efforts were rewarded. A faint, though masculine voice
bade them enter. "But, of course, we didn't go in, Miss Hickey; we just
knocked again." But again came the summons to enter, this time fainter than
before. So gathering up their courage in both hands, they entered. A man
lay on the bed. He was ghastly and the death dew lay damp upon his brow.
'l'he sweet young things drew back aghast; but having invaded his citadel,
they must perform their errand. In answer to their request, came the word,
"
0, " so faint, so weak, they could scarcely hear it. They turned and fled
from the room. But in the hall again their courage returned and they rebuked themselves for their unkindness in leaving this dying stranger without
even a word of sympathy or a proffer of aid. So they turned and knocked again.
There was no answer. The man was dead. 'l'hey knocked at the next door.
No answer. Again they knocked at the fateful door. The weak voice, growing
till weaker, answered. Again they entered. The braver of the maidens approached the bedside and in a voice sweet with sympathy said: "We are so

Most Attractive Residence District in the State of Jew Mexico
Send for Descriptive Folder

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS DEVELOPMENT CO.

THE

njnet~'-cight

:MIRAGE
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"GRIMSHAW WANTS TO SEE YOU"
This Applies Particularly to Students

Food and Drink
Second and Central

sorry you are sick and so we are going to leave you our flowers. Is there
nothing we can do for you 1"
The man looked at her a moment in surprise, then said: "I am not sick.
I work at night and I am trying to take a nap." Then the sweet young things
fled in earnest, pursued by the howls of laughter of the dying brute.

x

x

x

Glenn told us this one:
"You see," said Glenn, "when a man has been unaccustomed to discipline,
it is rather hard for him to stand the remarks which his officers feel they must
make to him. A rookie had arrived in camp late one night. The following
day, he was made to drill from sun-up to sun-down without a moment's respite.
And when inspection time came, he lined up with three days' growth l:pon
his manly chin. A gruff old army sergeant came down the line.
"He stopped. 'Ha, ha,' said he. ' 0 shave!'
" 'He, he, ' said the rookie. 'No razor!' "

x

x

x

Mr. Frazer and his chum were seeing Paris and were not having as good
a time as they might otherwise have had, because they had no one who could
speak English to show them the sights. Mr. Frazer, however, thought he
n'1II11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111~
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Call on Us for
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Lumber, Cement,
Glass, Paint and
Wall Paper
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Hardware
Stoves and Ranges
Farm Machinery
Paints and Varnishes
Our Prices and Service
Will Please You
Mail Orders Given Prompt
Attention

423 North First Street

Raabe & Mauger

Albuquerque, New Mexico

115-17 North 1st St.
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Albuquerque's Only Exclusive
Men's Store

I
I

The Home of Hart SchaRner &
Marx and Styleplus Good Clothes

I
I
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knew enough French to find out whether the other fellow could understand
English, so he pain takingly stated his que tion.
"Oh, I guess I can get you all right if you come slow enough," the man
replied.

x

x

x

Just Like America.
A Yankee soldier was being hown through an old English catherlral,
wherein hundreds of people were buried.
"A great many people leep between these walls," said the guide, inc'icating the inscription covered floor with a weep of his hand.
"SoY" said the ammy. "Same way over in our country. Why don't you
get a more intere ting preached"

x

x

x

Louise or Miss I-:Iickey Y
"Do you know that after the war there will be no agriculture or horticulture
if the Germin are defeated Y"
"WhyY"
"There will be no germin-a-tion."
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SHULL & SEVER
BOOT AND SHOE REPAIRING
Service and Satisfaction
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THE MAZE-The Cash General Merchandise Store
Wm. Kieke, Proprietor
211 South First Street

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Another One.
"Say, do you know that that girl used to be so cross-eyed that when she
cried the tears would go down her back 1"
"Why, you don't really mean it1 She's all right now. What did they do
to hed"
"They treated her for bacteria."

x x x
A Matrimonial Prize.
George White writes that he has never done so much hard work in his
life, that he ha been doing kitchen work, making beds, washing and drying
dishes, cooking, etc., and that when he returns from war he will make some
fellow the very best wife in the 1 . S. A.
x x x
His Subject.
"Eldot is a garrulous creature, I must say."
"But he always seems to know what he is talking about."
"I should say he ought to. He always talks about himself."
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A Modern Department Store
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E. E. BLISS

THE

iriDDfi Jllarmary

§

Corner Central and Fifth

Corner 4th and Central

TIRES

Albuquerque, N. M.

Vulcanizing
Trouble Car at Your Service

I

I

Phone 23
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Bath Night.
Overstreet-" ay, what's that round shallow, white basin out there on the
campus for ~"
Harry-" Oh, that's a bird bath."
Over treet-" I don't believe it."
"Why~"

"Becau e I don't believe there is a bird on earth that can tell Saturday
night from any other."

x

x

x

A man stopped to take a drink at the campu fountain just as Dr. Mitchel1
pa sed by. Whereupon Dr. Mitchell said: "If you will drink out of the
other side, you will find that the water is much better." And the man moved
over to the other ide and took another drink.

x x x
Told Him What to Do
"My cocoa's cold," sternly announced Dr. Mitchell to the waitre s
Grim haw's.
"Well, put your hat on then," he sweetly uggested.

III
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§ Boiler Repair -Iron Castings-Sa h Weights-Boiler Flues-Steel §
~
Beam -Grate Bar -Mine Car -, hafting Columns-Pulleys
~
Albuquerque, . 1\1.
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CHAS. E. BOLDT
EW AND SECOND-HAND FURNITURE

PICTURE FRAMING, FURNITURE REPAIRING
~ 21

Rugs, Stoves, Ranges, Crockery
West Gold Avenue
Phone 442
Albuquerque, New Mexico ~
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"Say, Allie, can I wear your hat?"
"Sure, why the formality?"
"Oh, I couldn't find it!"

x

x

x

A Freshman English Paper.
"Henry W. Longfellow was born in Portland, Maine, while his parent werr
absent in Europe. He had a number of fast friends, but the faste t were Alice
and Phoebe Cary."

x

x

x

Where There's a Will There's a Way.
A University girl, during the Liberty Loan drive, entered a blacksmith's
shop and asked the men to buy bonds. The men replied that their hands were
too dirty to write out the bonds. The girl spied a towel and asking permission,
gravely wiped their hands and sold a bond to each of them.

x

x

x

College English.
"The test for boron is to add alcohol and sulphuris acid and the flame will
be green."
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----Cigars-Tobacco
---

For Prompt Service

---

"Sanitation Our Hobby"

BAGGAGE
AND GENERAL HA LING

---

TWO SHOPS

207 W. Central

Combs Hotel

3] 7 West Copper Avenue
§

Phone 939

Albuquerque,

. M.

§
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I

Albert Gallatin Simms

I

Chas. A. Eller
DENTIST

Attorney and Counsellor
at Law

I

12 Cromwell Bldg.
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M. E. Hickey

E.]. Alger
DENTIST

Attorney at Law
Roms 15-16, Barnett Bldg.
Office Phone 858

Not Valid.
Rex Craig was summond before the district draft board.
"On what grounds do you claim exemption," asked the examining officer.
"I am a vegetarian, sir," responded Rex.
"Good Lord," answered the officer, "We want you to kill the Germans,
not eat them."

x

x

x

Bigamy?
Officer (wearily): "Now, Smith, you've already had leave because your
wife was ill, because your little girl had measles and because you had to attend
the christening of your youngest son. What is it this time 1"
Smith (briskly): "Please, sir-I-I'm going to get married."

GOOD HOUSEWIVES

i

When ordering eatables insist onBOSS PATENT FLOUR
FORT STANWIX CANNED VEGETABLES
DEL MONTE CANNED FRUITS AND PRESERVES
VAN CAMP'S PORK AND BEANS

-at All First Class Grocers

i
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C. C. HEATH
Staple and Fancy
Groceries

---

"The Best Always"

=

I
I

--Phone 238

=

508 W. Oentral

I
I;
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Best Cleaners and
Dyers in the City

;
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A Conservation Calendar.
Monday-we'll say is our "Heatless Day,"
One cinder, one flicker, one coal.
Tuesday-well-this is our" Meatless Day,"
One oyster, one herring, one sale.
Wednesday-oh, this is our "\\Theatless Day,"
One corn cake, one dodger, one scone.
Thursday-we must have a "Sweetless Day,"
One lemon, one pickle, one bone.
Friday will make a good "Eatless Day,"
One cheerful and glorious fast.
Saturday-call it a "Treatless Day,"
For all reciprocities past.
But Sunday-may Hoover forgive us, we pray,
If we should all happen to feel
A little more hungry than usual today
And once again eat a square meal.
j:€111111111111111 1111 1111111111111111111111111111111 1111 111111111111 1111 1111111111111 111111111111 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110.

1anufacturers of Pianos and the

Manualo
-The Player Piano That Is All But Human
Oolumbia Grafonolas
Sheet Music and Supplies
221 West Oentral Avenue

. M.
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~ Nothing but the Highest Quality

Phone 182 ~

=

I
=
~

=

Farr's Meat Market

I
=
~

PRICES ALWAYS RIGH'r
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A First Morning in Camp.
Floyd: "Say, Sergeant, where do we wash?"
Sergeant: "Oh, anywhere where you are dirty."
X

X

X

Bread Pudding.
Desserts may come, desserts may go,
But we get one forever.
In summertime, in wintertime,
Or any kind of weather.
They serve it hot, they serve it cold,
And force it on our dishes,
Disguised sometime with fruit or prunes,
Its darned good food-for fishes.
What is this dish we try to dodge,
But get most every day.
Bread pudding is the fancy nameOur nickname, 1'11 not say.
-Trench and Camp.
U!IIIIIII 1111111 111111111111111111111111 1111111111111111111 1111111111111111111 1I11111111111111111111111111111Q

Phone 615

ArnoHuning
Electric Co.

~1I1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111§

I

BYRON H. [YES

I

I

1J11orint

I

Electrical Contractors and
Engineers
Agents Universal Heating
Devices
418 W. Central

Albuquerque

I

Green Houses Corner Fourth
and Santa Fe Avenue

PhoM7~

I
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I B THEATER,
§ High Class in Every Hcspeet

Corner Second and Central
Featuring Paramount and Al'terai't P"oduetions

I
§

I CRYSTAL THEATER~ 2 /9 So. Second I
~ Road Shows and Special Features : Always Running Saturday and Sunday ~

i Management

Barnett Amusement Company, Inc.

i
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Camouflage-Boiling water with celery tops and putting it on the table
at mess time as soup.

x

x

x

"Halt, who's there?" from the guard.
"You could never guess in a million

x

x

y~ars,"

came the reply.

x

How About Them.
Things that make all the difference in the world:
A letter from---(fill in name to suit yourself).
A real soap and hot-water bath.
A real shave.
Dry feet.
American tobacco.
"Good work!" from the skipper.
A home-town paper less than a month old.
"Seconds" on coffee-when it's made right.
Pay day.
-Stars and Stripes.
n'1I111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111l:(

Quickel Auto and
Supply Co.
TOURING CAR, $406.20
RUNABOUT, $391.20

£t1ll1l1l1ll1l1l1l1ll1ll11ll1l1l1ll1l1ll1l1l1l1l1ll1ll1l1l1l1l1l1l1ll11ll1l1l1l1ll1ll1lJ1I1I1I1II1II1I1I1I11II~

Paid on Savings
Accounts
Interest Compounded
Quarterly

f. o. b. Albuquerque, N. M.

THE AMERICAN TRUST and
SAVINGS BANK

Phone 750 Cor. 6th and Central

Albuquerque, N. M.
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ETEEN

one hundred seven

EIGHTEEN
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i Albuquerque

;

i

i

~ Morning

~

J ournal

~

New Mexico's
~
Leading Newspaper ~

~
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Can You Blame Her.
Teacher in French chool: "Marie, what is the national anthem of La
PatrieY"
Little Marie: ,( La Marseillai e."
Teacher: "Good! Now, the national anthem of England ~"
Teacher: "And of the United States Y"
Little Marie: " Certainment ! It is 'Hail, Hail, the Gang's all Here!' "
- tars and Stripes.

x

x

x

At Rehearsal.
Miss Hickey: « Jimmy, don't come in dragO'ing your feet that way."
Stanley: "1aybe that's the only way he can get them in."
"What a gloomy little German microbe," remarked the typhoid germ.

x

x

x

"I'm utterly discouraged," replied the anthrax-bacillu. "Here I am employ d in the service of the great emperor. Even if I earn the iron cro s I am
not big enough to wear it."

x

x

x

A Bit Fishy.
"The king of Germany," announced tIl e teacher in a solemn voice, "is
P1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I11I11I1111I1111111I111111I111111111I1111I11I1111I1111I1111I11I111I1111111I111I111111111I1111I11I111I1111I1111111I3:1

I

~

i

P. B. BEEMAN

O. E. AYER ;

i

PLUMBIN':~~Da~~:~~;~~UPPLIES

~

~

~

BEEMAN & AYER

207 East 'entral Avenue

High Grade Plumbers
Phone 511

§

Albuquerque,

. M.

I
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called the Kaiser. Now can any of you tell me what the ruler of Russia is
called 1"
"The Czar," roared the class.
"And what is the Czar's wife known as 1"
Only two voices answered this time.
, 'The Czarina."
"Ah," said the teacher, eyeing his flock fondly. "That is very good. Now,
who will tell me what the Czar's children are called 1"
"Czardines !" yelled one little boy triumphantly

x

x

x

First Soldier-" Ain't that just my luck 1"
Second Soldier-" What's the matter now 1"
First oldier-"With all the pretty girl in the U. S. knitting sweaters for
soldiers I have drew one with a note pinned to it saying it was knitted by a
man."

x

x

x

"What," aid the lady, who does her own marketing, "is the prlce of
these chicken 1"

QJqr

~tatr

Nationa1 iank

of Albuquerque

I

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

i
=

E

We Solicit Your Business
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LOOK back over the past years and ask yourself what other
Engraving Institution, specializing in college annuals, has
wielded so wide an Influence over the College Annual Field?

:
:
:

:
:
:

Ask yourself if College and University Annuals are not better to,
day because of BUREAU PROGRESSIVENESS and BUREAU
INITIATIVE?

•

!•

•
:•
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•

:

:

i
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:
:

:
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:
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:
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•

:

:
:

You know that the BUREAU OF ENGRAVING, Inc. inaug,
urated the system of Closer Co'operation with college annual
boards in planning and constructing books from cover to cover.

:
•
•
:
:

:
:
:
:
:

Our marked progress in this field commands attention. Our
establishment is one of the largest of its kind in this country.
Our Modern Art Department of noted Commercial Art Experts
is developing Artistic Features that are making "Bureau" Annuals
Famous for Originality and Beauty.

•

t

:
:
:

And again, the help of our experienced College Annual Depart'
ment is of invaluable aid. Our up,to,the,minute system, which we
give you, and our Instructive Books will surely lighten your Burden.

:•
:

:

S

:

:
:
"
:
:
•

A proposition from the Natural Leaders in the College Annual
Engraving field from an organization of over 150 people, founded
over 17 years ago, and enjoying the Confidence and Good Will
of the foremost Universities ·of this country, is certainly worth
your while.
Is not the BUREAU OF ENGRAVING, Inc., Deserving of
the Opportunity of showing what it can do for , YOU?
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BUREAU of ENGRAVING,

INC.

MINNEAPOLIS ,. MINNESOTA
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Bond-Connell Sheep & Wool Co.
SHEEP AND WOOL
RAISERS

••
••

••

••

DEALERS

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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"A dollar and a quarter apiece, rna 'am," replied the market-woman.
"Did you rai e them yourself?" asked the lady.
"Oh, yes rna 'am. 'l'hey was only a dollar ten last week," was the reply.

x

x

x

"What is the meaning of 'alter ego'?" asked a teacher of the beginning
class in Latin. "It means the' other I,' " responded a pupil.
"Give m,e a sentence containing the phrase."
"He winked his alter ego."
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122 South econd Street

119 West Gold Avenue

E. L. Washburn Company
Exclusive Distributors

~

Stein-Bloch Nobby Clothes
Knox Hats, Holeproof Hosiery

~

~

For Men, Women and Children-Your Money's Worth or
Your Money Back

~

~

i

Bates-Street Fine Shirts for Men

;

MAn.; ORDERS DELIVERED FREE

~

i

i
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one hundrcd elcven

o young woman, unless she is a born cook, can make
dozens of good things to eat-things which she herself will enjoy
eating-of anything but

JELL-O
This is 110 careless statement. If you think it is, get three
or four packages of J ell-O and an egg-beater and give up a few
minutes to demonstrating the proposition. Or get
the Jell-O alone, without the egg-beater, and make
up such a dish as the Orange J ell-O shown above.
The young woman who doesn't make delicious things of J ell-O is missing an opportnnity
that is tapping at her door quite persistently.
There are six pnre fruit flavors of J ell-O:
Strawberry, Raspberry, Lemon, Orange, Cherry,
Chocolate. Each 10 cents at any grocer's.
Take time, please, to send us your name and
address, so we can send you a new Jell-O Book
that will tell you how to make delicious things
that are too good to miss.
~

Le Roy, N. Y., and Bridgeburg, Onto

~
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C]

Still We lead. Doing more kodak
finishing than all others in Albuquerque combined.
As they say in Battle C reek~
~~There 's a Reason." In fact, there are
from six to tw-elve reasons on each roll
and each print is another.

C]

Hanna &; Hanna
Master Photographers
Remember Satisfaction Guaranteed
P. S.

It isn't the paper-its the man behind.

There's beauty in the thunder's roll,
And in the ocean's roar.
I'd rather hear a ton of coal
That hits the basement floor.
X

X

X

"Poor dog Fritz is dead of the rabies."
"What a shame! Wasn't there anything to be done to save him 1"
"
0, they changed his name to Sammy, but it was too late."
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I W~r Q1rnttul 'tinting 010. !
Publishers

The Albuquerque Evening Herald
New Mexico's Besl Doi/J; Newspaper

New Mexico Ruralist
The Harne Paper of the C,.al Soulhwesl

The Best in Printing--At Lowest Prices
The Central Printing Co. has the largest and most completely equipped printing plant in New Mexico
WE

SPECIALIZE

IN

SCHOOL

PRINTING
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